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Preface

To meet the cha,enge of ensuring excerence in engineering education. the issue of quarity needs to beaddressed, debated taken forward in a systematic manner. Accreditation is the principar means of quarityassurance in higher education. The major emphasis ofaccreditati
the program that is beins accredited. rn rine with this Facurty o;#::;:rr';ffi".r;,::ffiffi]
taken a Iead in incorporating phirosophy of outcome based education in the process of cu,icurumdevelopment.

Facurty of recrrnorogy. University of Mumbai, in one of its rneeting unanimousry resorved that, eachBoard of studies sha, prepare some program Educationar objectives (pEo,s) give freedom to aff,iatedInstitutes to add few (pEo's) course objectives course outcomes to be crearry defined for each course, sothat a' facurty members in affiriated institutes understand the depth approach of course to be taught,which will enltancc learner.s learnrng process. It was also resoh
coileges expefts frorn industry to be involved while revising ,r"'::.:::JI,."I]I ffi::": n'each Board of studies has adhered to the resorutions passed by Facurty of rechnorogy, deveropedcurriculurn accordingll. ln addit.

arso inrroduced to.,r,.. o,",,,rli"t"*::::["H:::cation, 
semester based credit gradins system is

choice based credit and Grading system enabres a much-required shift in focus from teacher_centric tolearner-centric education since the workload estimated is based on
in teaching. It arso focuses on continuolrs evaruation *,,,.n *,ilt"*u"r'.tJ;:Tfl;:l:::::::]
University of Mumbai has taker

Facu ty or rechno ogy,u, a"u,lau"'::ilili':il;.:: ::::ffi ,j;,";;:,,.:: ::: ::::.,::l:i:grade learner,s performance. Crecl

rronr the acac e n c y ear 20 1 6 il XH:::::i il:#'TIi:,:H :..HT":ff:T*:
Engineering in the acadenric year 2017 - 20rg, for Third year and Finar year Engineering in theacadernicyears20ig-20i9,2org- 2o2o,respectively. 

"' -"brlivw'I1116 itr

Dr. S. K. Ukarande

Co-ordinator,

Faculty of Technology,

Member - Academic Council

University of Mumbai, Mumbai

4f;iu1, c1'. ; i, l.l./1.;S.9)'t;--" *--<l5t



Preamble

The engineering education in India in general is expanding in manifolds. Now, the challenge is to ensure

its quality to the stakeholders along with the expansion. To meet this challenge, the issue of quality needs

to be addressed, debated taken forward in a systematic manner. Accreditation is the principal means of
quality assurance in higher education reflects the fact that in achieving recognition, the institution or

program of study is comrnitted open to external review to meet cettain mininrum specified standards. The

major emphasis of this accreditation process is to measure the outcornes of the prograrn that is being

accredited. Program oLltcomes are essentially a range of skills knowledge that a student wili have at the

tine ol graduation from the program. In line with this Faculty of Technology of University of Murnbai

lras taken a lead in incorporating philosophy of outcome based education in the process of cuniculum

development.

I am happy to state here that, Program Educational Objectives were finalized in a meeting where syllabus

committee members were also present. The Prograrr Educational Objectives finalized for undergraduate

program in civil Engineering are as follows:

1. To prepare Learner's with a sound foundation in the mathematical, scientific engineering

lundamentals

2. To prepare Learner's to r:se elfeotively modenl tools to solve real life problems

3 To prepare Learner's for successful career in Indian Multinational Organisations to excel in
Postgraduate studies

4. To encourage inotivate Learner's for self-learning

5. To inculcate professional ethical attitude, good Ieadership qLralities commitment to social

responsibilities in the Learner's

In addition to above each institute is free to add lew (2 to 3) more program Educational Objectives of
their own ln addition to Program Educational Objectives, course objectives expected course outcomes

from lcarner's point ofview are also included in the curriculum for each course ofundergraduate program

to suppon the philosophy ol outcome based education. I believe strongly that small step taken in right
direction will definitely help in providing quality education to the stake holders.

Dr. S, K. U ka rande

Chairman, Board of studies in Civil Engineering

University of Mumbai, Mumbai
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University of Mumbai
Scheme of Instructions and Examination

Second Year Engineering (Civil Engineering)
(With effect from 2Ot7 _ 2018)

(Semester_Itr)

Course

Code

Course

Name

TeachingSchem-
(Contact Hours)

.,,""ry F.*dE-r-
Credits Assigned

Theorv Practical otal

CE-C3O I

CE-C302

/1PPr rcu lvlalnematlcs_

III+

Surveying - I

4 l 4

I

I 5

4 2 4

4

t

5
CE-C303 Strength of Materials 4 2 l 5
CE-C304 Engineering Geology 2

I 4
CE-C305 rrulq vlecnanrcs _ I 3 2 l 4

Total 17 8 I t7 4 I 23

Course

Code

CE-C3O I

Cou rse

Name

Applied

Mathematics - III

Exami

Th*;-
nation Scheme

TW
Oral &

Practical
Total

Interr.ral AssessmE End

Sem

Exam

Exam

Duratio

n

Testl Test2 Ang.

20 20

20

n

20 80 l 25 125

CE-C]02 Surveying - I 20 20 80 25 25 150
CE.C3O3 Strength of Materials 20 20 80 3

3

25

25

25

25

25

25

I50

150

.
l5u

CE.C304 Engineering Ceology 20 20 20 80

CE-C305 Fluid Mechanics - I 20 20 20 80

Total 100 400 725 100 725

*Common with Mechanical/ Automobile/ Mechatronics

Iutorial

iCi,l:r.rg5
itsTi ARY



University of Mumbai

Scheme of Instructions and Examination

Second Year Engineering (Civil Engineering)

(With effect from 2017 - 2018)

(Semester - IV)

Course
Code

Course
Name

Teaching Scheme
(Contact Hours) Credits Assigned

Theorv Practical Tutorial Theory Practical Tutorial Total

CE-C4O I
Applied
Matlrematics-lV* 4 I 4 I 5

CE-C402 Surveying II J J 1.5 4.5

CE.C4O3 Structural Analvsis-l 4 2 4 l 5

CE-C404
Building Design &
Drawing 2 3 2 1.5 3.5

CE-C405
BLrilding Materials &
Constrr"rction
Tecllnology

4 2 4 I 5

CE.C4O6 Fluid Mechanics-ll J 2 I 4

Total 20 t2 I 20 6 I 27

Course

Code
Course

Name

Examination Scheme

Theorv

TW Oral &
Practical Total

Internal Assessment End
Sem

Exam

Exam
Duration
(in Hrs)

Testl Test2 Avg.

CE-C4O I
Applied Mathematics-
IV* 20 20 20 80 25 125

CE.C4O2 Surveying-ll 20 20 20 80 , 50 25** 175

CE-C403 Structural Analysis-l 20 20 20 80 25 25 150

CE-C404 Building Design &
Drawing 20 20 20 80 4 25 2s@ 150

CE.C4O5
Building Materials &
Construction
Technology

20 20 20 80 3 25 25 150

CE-C406 Fluid Mechanics-ll 20 20 20 80 25 25 150

Total 120 480 1s0 900

t15 1 15* Common with Mechanical/ Automobile/ Mechatronics

*+ For the coLuse 'surveying-ll (CE-C 402), the oral examination will be conducted in conjunction with practical/s/

@ For the course 'Building Design and Drawing (CE-C 404), the oral examination shall be

lSRARY 
5

conjunction with the sketching examination.



University of Mumbai
Scheme of Instructions and Examination

Third Year Engineering (Civil Engineering)
(With effect from ZOLS_ 2[tg)

(Semester -V)

Subject Code

- cE-sol

Subject Name

Teaching Schem--
(Contact Hours)

Credits Assigned

Theory Practs. Tut. Theory Practs. Tut. Total
---

5
structural Analysis II 4 2 4

CE-C502
| 

\rEurccllnrcai rngg.- I

Applied Hydraulics

.;r,.onilrtal 

-Engineering -l
;-- -- -l ransportatton

Engineering - I

D8",1'Gt L*"1
Optional Course -l

2

3

I 4
CE-C503

2

2

2

2

4#

I 4

CE-C504
3

l 4

CE.C5O5
3

l 4

CE-DLO5O6X
3 3 I 4

CE-C507
Business and

Communication Ethics

Total

2 2

19 76 t9 8 27

Subject
Code Subject Name

Examinrfinn s^h--
Theory _

Term
Work Practs. Oral Tota

I

Internal
Assessment End

Sem.

Exam.

Exam.
Duration
(In Hrs.)Testl Test 2

CE-C5O I
Structural Analysis
_ II 20 20 20 80 .l) 25 r50

CE-C502
Geotechnical

Engineering - I
20 20

20

20 80 25 25 150

ri*l

.s

CE.C5O3
Applied

llydraulics
20 20

20

80 25 25 t50

CE-C504
Environmental

Engineering -l
20 20 80 25 25 ls0

CE-C505
Transportation

Engineering - I
20 20 20 80 25 25 r50

CE.

DL0506X
Department Level

Optional Course -l
20 20 20 80 3 25 25 150

CE.C5O7

Business and

Communication

Ethics

480

25 25* 50

Zffi:3E#'!i] 720 775 775 9s0ffi o



University of Mumbai

Scheme of Instructions and Examination

Third Year Engineering (Civil Engineering)

(With effect from 2018- 2019)

(Semester -VI)

Subject Code Subject Name
Teaching Scheme
(Contact Hours) Credits Assigned

Theory Practs. Tut. Theory Practs. Tut. Total
CE-C6O I

Geotechnical Engg. - II J 2 1 4

CE-C602 Design and Drarving ol
Steel Structures

4 2 4 I 5

CE-C603
Transpofiation Engg. - II 2 3 I 4

CE.C6O4
Environmental Engg Il 2 J I 4

CE-C605
Water Resource

Engineering - I
) 2 3 I 4

CE-DL06(]6X Depanrnent Level

Optional Course -ll 3 2 3 I 4

CE.C5O7

Software Applications in
Civil Engineering

2 1 l

Total l9 t4 19 7 26

Subject
Code

Subject Name

Examination Scheme

Theory

Term
Work

Pract. Oral Total

Internal
Assessment End

Sem.

Exam.

Exam-

Duratior
(In Hrs.)Testl

Test
2

Ang

CE.C60 I Geotechnical Engg.
_ II 20 20 20 80 3 25 25 r50

CE-C602
Design and
Drawing ol Steel
Structures

20 20 20 80 4 25 25@ 150

CE-C603 Transportation
Enss. - ll

20 20 20 80 J 25 125

CE-C604 Environmental
Enss II 20 20 20 80 25 25 150

CE-C605
Water Resource

Engineering I
20 20 ?n 80 25 25 150

CE-
DL0606X

Department Level
Optional Course II

20 20 20 80 3 25 25 t 50

CE.C5O7
Software
Applications in
Civil Engineering

25 25

Total 120 120 120 .180 175 1r{ 900

6yw:Qx
*



# For the course' Business aod communic:a1ion Ethics (cE- c507), although 04 (Four) clock hours are mentionedunder the head of Practicals, 02 (Two) clock hours out ofthese 04 (pour) clock hours may be utilized as theTheory at the Institute/ college Level so as to enable the instructor (teacher) to impart the theoretical aspects ofthe said course. Accordingly, the provision may be rnade in the Time Table.* Further' the oml examination ir respect of the course 'Busiress and commuDication Ethics (CE-c 507), w,l beconducted in conjunction with seminar/ presentation.

@ For the course, Design and Drawing of steel structures (cE-c 602), the oral examination will be conducted inconjunction with sketching.

Department Leyel Optional Course _ I Department Level Optiolal Course _ ll
CE-DLO 5061 : Advanced Surveying

CE-DLO 5062: Advanced Concr€te Technology

CE-DLO 5063: Building Services and Repairs

CE-DLO 5064: Advanced Structural Mechanics

CE-DLO606l: AdvancedConstructionEquipments

CE-DLO6062: Traffic EngineeringandManagement

CE-DL06063: CroundlmprovenrentTechniques

CE-DLO6064: AdvancedStructuralAnalysis

ri,,,_\-*-*---r'|
a--ft .'f tng;n..edng lle$



University of Mumbai
Scheme of Instructions and Examination

Fourth Year Engineering (Civil Engineering)
(With effect from Z0l9- 2020)

(Semester -VIf)

Subiect Code Subject Name
Teaching Scheme
(Contact Hours)

Credits Assigned

Theory Practs. Tut. Theory Practs. Tut. Total

CE.CTOI
Quantity SuNey
Estimation and
Valuation

4 2 4 I 5

CE.C102 Theory of Reinforced
Concrete Structures

4 2 4 1 5

CE-C703 Water Resollrce

Engineering - II
3 2 I 4

CE-DLO7O4X Depaftnent Level
Optional Course - I

l 2 I 4

cE-rLo705x lnstitute Level
Optional CoLlrse -l

3 3 l

CE-C706 Proiect Part I 4 2 2

Total 17 12 1 l"l 6 1 23

Subject

Code
Subject Name

Examination Scheme

Theory

Term
Work

Pract. Oral Total

Internal
Assessment

End

Sem.

Exam.

Exam.

Testl Test 2 Aug (In Hrs,)

CE-C701

Quantity Survey

Estirnation and

Valuation

20 20 20 80 4 25 25 150

CE-C102

Theory of
Reinforced

Concrete

Structures

20 20 20 80 , 25 25 150

cE-c703 Water Resource

Engineering - II
20 20 20 80 3 25 25 150

DLO704X

Department Level

Optional Course
_III

20 20 20. 80 ) 25 25 150

CE-

ILOTO5X

Institute Level

Optional Course
_I

20 20 20 80 J r00

CE-P706 Proiect - Paft I 50 25@ '75

Total 100 100 100 400 150 -4
@ For Project- Pafil (CE-P 706), the oral €xamination shall be based on the presentation/

ofinternal examiners to be appointed by the Head ofthe concerned Depaftment.

ffi*$l

Gil

i--

;
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University of Mumbai
Scheme of Instructions and Examination

Fourth Year Engineering (Civil Engineering)
(With effect from 21fg_ 2020)

(i) students can fornr groups with mininum of2 (Two) students and not more than 4 (Four) students.(ii) Faculty load: In Semester VII:01 (One) clock hour per week per project group and in
clock hours per week per project group.

(iii) Each faculty member shall be permitted to guide maximum 04 (Four) project groups.

# The oral examination for the Project- Part II (cE-P 806) shall be based on the presentation/ seminar to be deliveredby the proiectee/s before the board of examiners The board of internal examiners will comprise ofthe internalexaminers and the externar examiners to be approved by the university from the poor oferigible examiners.

Cuidelines for Project, i.e., Dissertation (part_l and ll)

(Semester - VI[)

Subject Code Subject Name
Teaching Scheme
(Contact Hours) Credits Assigned

1t,"*v_fF.**Tr*lr"-Theory

4

Practs,

2

Tut.
CE-C8O I r_/esrgn and Drawing

of Reinforced

Concrete Structures
4

4

4

I 5

CE-C802 Construction

Management 4 2 I 5

CE.DLO8OJX Depaftment Level
Optional Course - lV

1 2
I 5

cE-tLo804X Institute Level

lQptional Course - II
3 I

:
7

3 I 4
CE.C8O5 Proj€ct Pafi II 8 4 4

Total 15 t6 t5 7 I 23

Subject
Code Subject Name

Errmincfi^h s^h-*-
Theorv

Term
IVork Pract. Oral Total

Internal
Assessment End I Exam.

Sem. 
[Du ration

Exam.l(ln H rs.)Testl Iest 2 Avg

CE-C8O ]

Design and
Drawing of
Reinforced
Concrete
Structures

20 20 20

20

80 4 ?s 25 r50

CE.C8O2 Construction
Management 20 20 80 25 25 Is0

CE-
DL0803X

Depafiment Level
Optional Course
_IV

20 20 20 80

80 3

25 25 150

.F

ILO8O4X
Institute Level
Optional Course
_tl

20 20 20 25 r00

CE-P 806 Project - Part II

320

50 50+ 100

Total 80 150 725 6 /5

?..;):i/,
*R\:

l*
69



Department Level Optional Course - [Il
(Semester - VIi)

Department Leyel Optional Course - IV
(Semester - Vlll)

CE-DLO7041: PrestressedConcrete

CE-DLO1042: Solid Waste management

CE-DLO7043: Pavement Subgrade and Materials

Ct-DLO7044: Srruclural D) nanrics

CE-DLO7045: Application ofGlS and Remote

Sensing

CE-DLO7046: Foundation Analysis and Design

CE-DLO7047: Applied Hydrology and Flood Control

CE-DLO803l : Advanced Design of Steel Structures

CE-DLO8032: Industrial WasteTreatment

CE-DL08033: Pavement Design and Construction

CE-DLO8034: Bridge Engineering and Design

CE-DLO8035: Appraisal and Implementation of

Infrastructure Projeats

CE-DLO8036: SoilDynamics

CE-DLO8037: Design of Hydraulic Structures

lnstitute Level Optional Course I

(Semester Vll)

lnstitute Level Optional Course - II
(Semester VIII)

CE-lLO705l : Product Life Cycle Management

CE-ILO7052: Reliability Engineering

CE-lLO7053i ManagementlnformationSystems

CE-ILO7054: Design of Experiments

CE-ILO7055: Operations Research

CE-ILO7056: Cyber Security and Laws

CE-ILO?057: DisasterManagementandMitigation

Measures

CE-ILO7058: Energy Audit and Management

CE-ILO8O4I:

cErLo8042:

CE-IL08043:

cE-1Lo8044:

CE-ILO8O45:

CEJLO8O46:

CE.ILO8O47:

CE.ILO8048:

CE.ILO8049:

Project Management

Finance Management

Entrepreneurship Development and

Management

Human Resources Management

Professional Ethics and Corporate

Social Responsibility (CSR)

Research Methodology

Inteilectual Property Rights and

Patenting

Environment Management

Digital Business Management

#ssl: 
:sliqh
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Applied Mathematics - l *

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Term WorlV Practical/Oral

The course is airned to develop the basic Mathematical skills of engineering students that are imperatjve
for effective understanding of engineering subjects. The topics introduced will serve as basic tools tbr
specialized studies in many fields of engineering and technology.

. To provide sound foundation

analyse engineering problems.

. To study the basic principles olLaplace Transform, Fourier series, Complex

the mathematical fundamentals necessarv to 'rs$^\
'Z), 'i';l)---. J *
o:.=- 

'.-".;,.,,,,., 
;,:;*

Sub-Modules/ Contents

I.

l. Laplace Transform

Function of bound"d rurirtffi
as l, l', e"',sm at. cos4/, sinh at,coshat

Linearity property of Laplac@
Shifting property, Change of Scale property of L.T. (without proo0

lo-



Heaviside Unit step function, Direct Delta function, Periodic functions

their Laplace Transform.

1.3 Inverse Laplace Transform:

Linearity property. use of theorems to find inverse Laplace Transform, Parlial

fractions method and convolution theorem.

1.4 Applications to solve initial and boundary value problems involving ordinary

Differential equations with one dependent variable.

II.

2. Complex variables 08

2.1 FLrnctions of complex variable,

conditions fol f (z) to be analytic

in polar coordinates.

Analytic function, necessary and sufficient

(without proof), Cauchy-Riemann equations

2.2 Milne-Thomson method to determine analytic function f (z) when it's real or

irnaginary or its combination is given. Hamonic function, orthogonal

traiectories.

2.3 Mapping: Conforrnal mapping, standard transformations such as translation,

rotation and magnification, inversion and reflection. linear transfonnation.

bilinear transforrration, cross ratio, fixed points.

III.

3. Complex Integration 9

3.1 Line integral of a function of a complex variable, Cauchy's theorem for

analytic functior, Cauchy's Goursat tlreorem (without proof), properlies of
line integral, Cauchy's integral formula and deductions.

3.2 Singr:larities. Classifi cation of singularities

3.3 Taylor's and Laurent's series development (without proof)

3.4 Residue at isolated singularity and its evaluation.

3.5 Residue theorem, application to evaluate real integral oftype
2n-

J./'(cosa,sn o)do, & I f(,)a.,

IV.

4. Fourier Series 09

4.t Orthogonal and orthononnal functions, Construction of orthonomal set.

4.2 Dirichlet conditions. Fourier series of periodic fLrnction with period 2 &21

.Fourier series ofeven and odd functions, Halfrange sine and cosine series

4.3 Parseval's identities (wlthout proo0
*'..$.
'',i\

4.4
i

Complex fonn of Fourier series. \-'-i

,/ rrt"t+l\,/l

l"'tv, y-ffiyyff

4
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5, Partial Differential Eq-ations

Classification ol
Wave equation, Laplace equation,

Method of Separation

conduction equation, steady state configuration for heat flow, sorution of
one dimensional wave equation, transverse vibrations of an erastic string,
Laplace equation in rectangular region, Use ofFourier series and applications
of Laplace transform in solving these equations.

Numerical Solrtion o

Explicir Method and simplified Crank- Nicolson implicit method.

6.1 Correlation anA Regression-

Correlation, Co-varia

Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient (non_repeated and repeated ranks)

Regression Coelficients anOGe. of r"gr"sri*

6.2 Curve fitting

Curve fitting Uy tne m

y :ax + b, y =ax2 + bx + c and y = aeb,.

Learner will be able to...

o Solve the Ordinary and partial Differential Equations using Laplace Transformation.
Solve Ordinary and partial Differential Equations using Fourier series.

Solve initial and boundary value problems involving ordinary differential
Fit the curve using concept ofcorrelation and regression.

Apply bilinear transformations and confonral mappings

ldentify the applicability oftheorems and evalLrate the contour irrtegrals.

Theory examination:

The question paper will corrprise ofsix questions; each carrying 20 marks.
The first question will be compulsory and will have short questions having weightage of
4 - 5marks covering the entire syllabus.

3 The rerraining five questions will be based on all the modules ofthe entire syllabus and rnay before
this, the mod.rres sha, be divided proportionarery and further, the weightage ofthe marks shafl be
judiciously awarded in propoftion to the importance orthe sub-modr:re and contents thereof.

r4

L

2.

Contribution to Outcomes

Li:iii,\ily



4. Remaining questions will be rnixed in nature (e.g. Suppose Q.2 has part (a) frorn module II then

pafi (b) will be from any module other than rnodLrle II).

The students will have to attempt any three questions out of remaining five questions,

Total four questions need to be attempted.

Internal Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be ref'erred to as an 'Internal Assessment) to be conducted in the

semester. The first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the mid of lhe semester based on the

40% of the syllabus. It will be of 20 marks. Similarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end of the senrester and it will be based on next 40olo of the syllabus. lt will be of 20

marks. Lastly, the average of the marks scored by the students in both the Internal Assessrnent will be

considered. DLLration of both tlre lA examination will be of one hour duration, respectively.

Term Work Examination:

The marks of term-work shall be judiciously awarded depending upon tlre quality of the term work

including that of the report on experiments assignments. The final certification acceptance of term-work

warrants the satisfactory the appropriate completion of the assignments the minimum passing marks to be

obtained by the stlldents. Broadly, the split of the marks for term work shall be as given below. However,

there can be further bifurcation in the rnarks under any of the heads to account lor any sub-head therein.

5.

6.

Total

05 rnarks

l5 marks

05 marks

25 marks

Further, while giving weightage of rrarks on the attendance, following guidelines shall be resorted to.

75%, - 80%:03 Marks; 81Yo - 90Yo: 04 Marks 91o4 onwards: 05 Marks

General Instructions:

1. Batch wise tutorials are to be conducted. The number of students per batch should be as per

University rules lor praclical.

Students must be encouraged Io write assignments in tutorial class only.

complete at least 8 class tutorials on entire syllabus.

Recommended Books:

Assignments (02) on entire syllabus

Class Tutorials on entire syllabus (08)

Attendance (Theory and Tutorial)

2. Each

t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Higher Engineering Mathematics, Dr B. S. Grewal, Khanna Publication.

Advanced Engineering Mathernatics. E Kreyszing, Wiley Eastern Limited.

Higher Engineering Malhematics, B. V. Ratnana. McGraw Hill Education, New Delhi.

Complex Variables: Churchill, Mc-Graw Hill.

Integral Transfonns and their Engineering Applications, Dr B. B. Sirzglr, Synergy Knowledgeware,, .

Murnbai.

6. Nurrerical Methods, Kandasamy, S. Chand & CO.
15
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Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Term Work/ PracticaVO.al

Surveying is a core subject for civir engineers. It is the first step towards all civir engineering projects.
A good surveyor is an asset to the company, organization or estabrish;ent. A, the civil engineering
projects such as buirdings, transportation systems incruding roads, bridges, rairways, airports arong with
dams and water/ sewage treatment prants start with surveying as the basic operations. Hence, the
knowledge of surveying is very essentiar to ari the civir engineering professionars. In this subject, the
students get acquainted with the basic methods and instruments that are used in surveying and it herps
tl'lem to produce plans and sections. It is also usefirl in setting out civil engineering structures on
construction sites.

' To understand appropriate rnethods of surveying based on accuracy and precision required
availability of resources, econontics and duration of project.

To study techniques for measurement or distance, setting offsets, carculate area and vorume using
surveying instruments

To study the functions of various instruments. their least counts, possibre errors, advantages and

.i.5,i. i, , ,l -'.: '.-
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Detailed Svllabus

Module Sub-Modules/ Contents Periods

I.

l. Introduction 08

l.l

Definition, principles, objectives, classification, technical terms, uses and

necessity of surveying.

Units of measurement, suNeying measurement and errors, type of errors and

their corrections (including numericals), corrections for wrong scales,

accuracy and precision, stages of survey operations

1.2

Chaining, Ranging and offsetting: Definitions, Principles, Types, Instruments

required, methods, obstacles (including numericals), sources of errorc,

conventional signs and syrnbols.

1.3
Electronic Distance Measurement: Working Principles, types, applications in

surveying

II.

2. Measurement of Directions and Angles 10

2.1

Basic definitions, meridians, bearings, magnetic and true bearings, compasses,

prismatic and surveyor's, temporary adjustments, declination, dip, tocal

attraction

2.2

Types of traverse, procedLtres, control establishments, Conversion of WCB

into RB and vice-versa, Traverse Survey and Computations of interior angles

of a closed Traverse. Adjustment of closing error, correction for local

attractiorl.

III.

3. LeYelling and its application t2

3.1

Introduction to levelling, basic terms and definitions, types of instruments,

construction and use oldurrpy level, auto level, digitai level and laser level in

construction industry, principle axes of durnpy level, temporary and

peflnanent adjustments

3.2

Booking and reduction of levels, plane of collimation (HI) and rise-fall

metlrods, computation of missing data, distance to the visible horizon,

corrections due to curvature and refraction, reciprocal levelling, Numerical

problems

Differential levelling, profile levelling, fly levelling, check levelling, precise

levelling. sources of errors, difficulties in levelling work, correctio,l*dsnd

precautions in lerelling uork. ,41$!!)-:
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4. PIane Tabling, Cootor.in[-A."u and Volume

Plane Table Sr-"y
table surveying, merits and demerits, temporary adjustments, Different
methods of plane table surveying, Errors in plane tabie surveying, Use of
telescopic alidade.

Contouring: defi nit jons. .on@
of contour lines, direct and indirect rnethods of contouring. Grade contour:
definition and use.

Area: Area of an irregular figu.e@
Simpson's I/3 rule, various coordinate methods.

Planimeter: types incruding digitar pranimeter, area of zero circle, uses o1.

planimeler.

Volume: Computution of ,ol,,m"-y t*pe^idul,uruurE. \_ullrpural|erl or votume by trapezoidal and prismoidal
volume lrorn spot levels. r olume lrorn conlour plan:.

5. Theodolite Traversing

various parts und uri. of t@
adjustments of a transit. horizontal and vertical angles, methods of repetition
and reiteration.

Diffurent rrethods of .
rectangular coordinates, traverse adjustments by Bowditch,s, transit and
modified transit rules, Gales Traverse Table, Nurrerical problems.

Use of theodolite fo. uurio

setting out an angle, bearing measurements. o,itted measurements, probrems

in using theodolite traversing, errors in theodolite traversing;

Trigonometrical Levelling: problems on one plane and two plane methods,

6. Tacheometric surveying

Principle, purpose, uses, ra

methods of tacheometry, stadia fonnula, Stadia diagrarn and tables. Sub_tense

bar rnethod.

Application in plane table and curve setting.

iBRARY
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Contribution to Outcomes

On completion ofthe course, the learners will be able to:

Apply principles ofsurveying and leveling for civil engineering works

Measure vertical and horizontal plane, linear and angular dimensions to arrive at solutions to basic

surveying problems.

Perform various practical and hence projects using diflerent surveying instruments.

Apply geometric principles for computing data and drawing plans and sections

Analyze the obtained spatial data and compute areas and volumes and represent 3D data on plane

surfaces (2D) as contours

Theory examination:

4.

Tlre question paper will cornprise ofsix questions; each carrying 20 marks.

The first question will be compulsory and will have short questions having weightage of

4 5marks covering the entire syllabus.

The remaining five questions will be based on all the modules of the entire syllabus and may be.

For this, Ihe modules shall be divided proportionately and further, the weightage ofthe marks shall

bejudiciously awarded in proportion to the importance ofthe sub-modLrle and contents thereof.

Rernaining questions will be rrixed in natule (e.g. Suppose Q.2 has paft (a) from module II then

part (b) will be from any module other than module II).

The students will have to attempt any tltree questions out of remaining five questions.

Total four questions need to be attempted.

Oral Examination:

The oral examination will be conducted in conjunction with the practical/s and wili be based on the entire

syllabus and the term work. The weightage of the practical examination will be of l0 marks and that of
oral, l5 marks.

List of Practical:

Computing area of polygon by chaining, ranging and offsetting and verify distances by EDM

Measuring bearing of closed traverse using Prismatic/Surveyor's compass and cornputing included

angle.

Simple and differential levelling using dumpy level

Transferring R.L frorn benchmark to new point by auto level/digital level with at least three change

5.

points and performing check levelling

Measurement of horizontal angle by Repetition and Reiteration

theodolite.

To find the constants of a tachometer and to verify filed distances.

l.

2.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

f,i;;iiufir\r i+^i s
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7. To find R.L and distances by tachometric surveying.

8' To find height of inaccessible tower using one plane and two plane methods using vernier Transit
theodolile.

9. Plane table surveying by various methods with at least four stations.
10. Determination ofareas of irregular figures by conventional/digital planimeter

Internal Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'lnternal Assessment) to be conducted in the
semester. The first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the mid of the semester based on the
40vo of the sylrabus. It wil be of 20 marks. Simirarry, the second internar assessment (lA) wirl be
conducted attheend of the semester and it will be based on next 40%o of the syllabus. It will be of 20
marks Lastly. the average of the marks scored by the students in both the Internal Assessment will be
considered. Duration ofboth the rA examination wiI be ofone hour duration, respectivery.

Term work:

It shall consist olthe following:

o Field book based on afore-mentioned practicars conducted on and offthe fierd.

' The account ofpracticar performed with aim, apparatus, observations, carculations, results
and inferences.

' The assignments shalr comprise of the rninimum 20 probrems covering the entire sy abus
divided properly module wise.

Distribution of the Term Work Marl<s:

The marks of the terrn work shall be judiciously awarded for the various components of the term work
and depending Lrpon the quality of the term work. The final cetification and acceptance of term work
warrants tl're satisfactory performance of laboratory and fierd work by the student, appropriate completion
olthe assignments Broadly, the split ofthe marks for term work shall be as given below. However, there
can be further bifurcation in the marks under any ofthe heads to account for any sLrb-head therein.

Assignments on entire syllabus : I 0 marks

: 10 rnarksPractical

Attendance (Theory and Practical) : 05 marks

Total : 25 marks

Fufther, while giving weightage of marks on the attendance, following guidelines shali be resorted to.

R;;RY
a4/
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Recommended Books:

1. Sr"Lrveying and Leve)ing; Vol-l and ll: Kanetkar and Kulkarni, Pune YidyarthjGriha, Pune.

2. Surveying and Levelling: N.N.Basak, Tata Mccmw Hill, New Delhi.

3. Sr-rrveyirrg: R. lgor, Khanna Publishers.

4. SLrrveying: Vol-l: DrK,R. Arora, Standard BookHouse.

5. Surveying and Levelling (2"d Edition): R. Subramanian; Oxlord Higher Education.

6. Surveying and levelling (Vol.-l): Dr. B.C. Punmia, La,rmi Publications.

7. Surveying and Levelling (Vol.-l): S.K. Duggal, Tata Mc-Graw Hill

8. Textbook ofSurveying, By C Venkatramaiah, University Press, Hyderabad, Latest Edition

Web Materials:

1. http://nptel.ac. in/courses/ I 05 I 071 22l
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Strength of Materials

Teaching Scheme

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Term Work/

Practical/Oral

There are dilferent types of structures rrade up of different materials such as concrete, steel, metals and
timber. They are subjected to various types of loading/ forces suclr as axial, shear, bending and torsion.
This subject equips the stlrdents to analyse the internal behavior of material of the structural members
under different types of loading. The knowledge gained in this subject is helpful to study other subjects
like Structural Analysis and Structural Design.

To study the engineering properties ofthe materials and solids and analyze the same to evaluate the
stress slrainbeltaviour.

To analyze the internal fbrces for the statistically deterrninate and compound beams having internal

hinges with dillerenr r; pes ol loading.

To understand the concept and behaviour of flexural members (beams) in flexure and shear. solid
circular shaft for torsion, thin shells for internal stresses.

To introduce the concept of strain energy for axial, flexure, shear and torsion.

Subject Name



Detailed Syllabus
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Module Sub-Modules/ Contents Periods

I.

l Simple Stresses and Strains 08

l.t Stresses, Strains, Modulus of elasticity

Modulus (K), Yield Stresses, UJtirnate

Poisson's ratio.

(E), Modulus of rigidity (G), Bulk

Stress, Factor of safety, shear stress,

1.2 Relationship between E, G and K, bars of varying sections, deformation due

to self- weight, cornposite sections, temperature stress.

It.

2. Shear Force and Bending Moment in Beams 06

2.1 Axial force, shear force and bending rroment diagrams for statically

determinate beams including beams with internal hinges for different types of

loading.

2.2 Relationship between rate of loading, shear force and bending moment.

III.

3.1 Theory of Simple Bending 07

3.1.1 Moment of inenia, transfer theorem, polar moment of inertia

Flexure formula for straight beam, simple problems involving application of

flexure formula, section modulus, monent of resistance, flitched beams.

3.2 Strain Energy 03

Strain enelgy due to axial force. stresses in axial member and simple beams under

impact Ioading.

IV.

4.1 Shear Stresses in Beams 06

Distribution of shear stress across plane sections commonly used for structural

purposes.

4.2 Theory of Simple Torsion 06

4.2.t Torsion in circular shafts-solid and hallow. stresses in shaft when

transmitting power

4.2.2 Concepl of equivalent torsional and bending rroment

5.1 Direct and Bending Stresses 05

Application to member's subjected to eccentiic loads, core of section, problems on

clrirrneys, retaining walls. dams. etc. involving lateral loads.

5.2 Columns and Struts 04

Members subjected to axial loading, concept of buckling, Effective lcngth, Euler's

forrnula for columns and struts with dilferent support conditions, Limitation of
Euler's formula, Rankine's formula, Problems based on Er:ler's and Ran[i46jq'.

lbrn u lae. '' "'i 
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6.1 Principal Planes and Stresses

General equation for

stresses, maximum shear stress, stress determination using Mohr,s circle.

6.2 Thin Cylindrical and Spherical Shells

Thin Cylindrical and spheric-l shelliunder internal pressure.

Contribution to Outcomes

On completion ofthe course, the students will be able to:

Understand and determine the engineering properties for metals and non_metals.

Understand the concepts of shear force, bending moment, axiar force for staticalry determinate beams
and compound bearrs having internar hinges; and subsequentry, its apprication to draw the shear
force, bending moment and axial force diagrams.

Analyze the flexural members for its structural behavior under the effect of flexure (bending), shear
and torsion either independently or in cornbination thereof.

study the behavior of the structurar member under the action of axial road, bending and twisting
moment.

' Study the deforrnation behavior of axially loaded columns having different end conditions and
fLrrther, evaluate tlte strength ofsuch columns.

o The successful colnpletion of the course will equip the students for undeftaking the courses dealing
with the analysis and design of determinate and indeterminate structures.

Theory examination:

I. The question paper will comprise of six questions; each carrying20 marks.

2' The first question will be cornpulsory and will have short questions Jraving weightage of4-5 marks
covering the entire syllabus.

3 The remaining five questions wilr be based on a the modures ofthe entire syrJabus and may be.
For this. the modules shall be divided proportionately and further, the weightage ofthe marks shall
bejudiciously awarded in proportion to the importance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

4 There can be an internal choice in various questions/ sub-questions in order to accommodate the
questions on all the topics/ sLtb-topics.

5. The students will have to attempt any three qLrestions out of remaining five questions.

6. Total four questions need to be attempted,

iti ii/tRy
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Oral Examination:

The oral examination shall be based on the entire syllabus and the report of the experiments/ practicals

conducted by the students including assignments.

List of Practicals:

l. Tension test on mild steel bars (stress-strain behavior, Young's modulus determination)

2. Tests on Tol Steel (Tension. bend and re-bend)

3. Transverse fest on cast iror

4. Shear Test on mild steel, cast iron, and brass.

5. Torsion Test on rnild steel and cast iron bar.

6. Brinell Hardness test (any three metal specimen)

7. Rockwell Hardness test on rnild steel.

8. Izod / Charpy impact test (any three metal specimen)

Internal Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'Internal Assessment) to be conducted in the

semester. The first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the mid of the semester based on the

40% of the syllabus. It will be of 20 rnarks. SimiJarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end of the semester and it will be based on next 400% of the syllabus. It will be of 20

marks. Lastly, the average olthe marks scored by the students in both the lnternal Assessment will be

considered. Duration ofboth the IA examination will be ofone hour duration, respectively.

Term Work:

The term-work shall comprise of the neatly written report of the assjgnments. The assignments shall be

given covering the entire syllabLrs in sr-rch a way that the students would attempt at least four proble:ns on

each modules/ sub-modules contents thereof furlher.

Distribution of Term-rvork Marks:

The marks of term-work shall be jLrdicioLrsly awarded depending upon the quality of the term work

including that of the report on experirnents assignments. The final certification acceptance of terrn-work

warrants the satisfactory the appropriate completion ofthe assignments the minimum passing marks to be

obtained by the students. Broadly, the split of the marks for term work shall be as given below. However,

there can be further bifurcation in the marks under any of the heads to account for any subiead therein.

Report ol the Experiments

Assignments

Attendance

Total

Further, while giving weightage of marks on the attendance, following guideli

75% 80%:03 Marks; 81Yo-90Yo:04 Marks; 91oZ onwards:05 Marks

I 0 Marks

l0 Marks

05 Marks

25 Marks
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Recommended Books:

1. Strength of Materials:,t Ramctmrutharu. Dhanpatrai publishers.

2. Strength of Materials: R.K. Rajput. S. Chand publications.

3. Mechanics of Materials: Vol_l: S.B Junnarkar and H.J. Shah, Charotar publications.
4. Strength of Materials: Subramanian, Oxford University press

5. Strength of Materials: SS Rattan, Tata Mc-Graw Hill, New Delhi
6' strength of Materials (Mechanics of Materiars): R.s. Lehri and A.s. Lehri, s.K.Kataria publishers_

New Delhi

7. Strength ofMaterials: Dr. V.L. Shah. Structures publications. pune

Reference Books:

8. Mechanics of Materials: Jantes, M. and Barry J.l Cengage Learning.
9. Mechanics of Materials Andrew pytel and Jaan Kiusalqas,Cengage Learning.
10. Mechanics of Materials: Timoshenkr.t and Gere, Tata McGraw Hill. New Delhi.
I l. Mechanics of Materials: James M. Gere. Books/Cole.

12. Strength of Materials: G.H. Rycler. Mc-Millan.

13. Mechanics of Materials: E.p. popov, prentice Hall lndia (pHI) pvt. Ltd.
14. Mechanics of Materials: P))tel and Singer, Mc-Graw Hill, New Delhi.
l5 strength of Materiars: w riam A. Nash and N ranjanMartick, Mc-Graw Hill Book co. (Schaum,s

Outline Series)



Semester III
Subject Code Subject Name Credits

CE-C ]04 Engineering Geology 4

Teaching Scheme

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Theory Practical Tutorial Theory Practical Tutorials Total

0l 02 03 0l 04

Evaluation Scheme

Theorv Term Work/

Practical/Oral

Total

Internal Assessment End Sem

Exam

Duration of End

Sem Exam
TW PR OR

Test I Test 2 Average

20 20 20 80 03 Hrs. 25 25 r50

Rationale

Ceology is the study ol earth, the minerals and rocks of which it is made. The study of the structures

presents in the rocks and the effects of the natural forces acting upon them is essential to understand by

civil engineers because all work performed by them involves earth and its features. The study helps to

understand the causes and prevention of many geological activities like earthquakes, landslides and

volcano. For a civil engineering project like dams, bridges, buildings etc. to be successful the engineers

must understand the foundation rock and their structures, it also helps them to examine rocks for

important metals, oil, natural gas and ground water.

Objective

To acquire basic knowledge of Ceology and to understand its significance in various civil engineering

projects.

To study of'Theory ol Plate Tectonics' which helps to explain much of the global-scale geology

including the formation of mountains, oceans, different landforrns and the occurrence and distribution

of earthquakes, volcanoes, landslides etc.

To study minerals and rocks in detail in order to understand their origin, texture, structure and

classification which is helpful to comment on suitability of rock type for any civil engineering project

To study structural geology in order to understand deformational structures like fold, fault, joint, etc.

and the forces responsible for their formation.

To study methods of surface and subsurface investigation, advantages and disadvantages caused due

to geological conditions during the construction ofdam and tunnel.

To study ground water zones, factors controlling water bearing capacity

*Illlll t, r ra!:,r^.. \o
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ground water and techniques ofrecharge ofgroundwater.



Detailed Syllabus

Module Sub-Modules/Contents Periods

I.

Introduction
6

l.l Branches ol geology usefLrl to civil eng@
studies in various civil engineering projects.

1.2 Internal structure ofthe Earth urd use olseismic waveiin nnderstand,hg tte
interior ofthe earth, Theory of plate Tectonics.

1.3 Agents modi[,ing the earth's s@
in engineering properties ofrocks like strength, water tiglttness and durability
etc.

1.4 Brief studl olgeological acrion oi@
related land lorrns creared b1 rherr..

1.5 Building srones- Requirernenls ot good truitding srones an,t irigeotogicat
factors, controlling propefties, consideration of common rocks as building

stones, study of difierent building stones from various formations of Indian

Peninsula-

IL

Mineralogy and Petrology 7

rA f:Dutl
l;..q

2.1 Identification of minerals *ittl tt.," h@
minerals, rnegascopic identification of primary and secondary minerals, study

of common ore minerals.

2.2 Igneous perrology - vod@
Classifications, study of commonly occurring igneous rocks and their
engineering application.

2.3 Sedimentary Petrology - vode offi
shallow water deposits like Iamination, bedding, current bedding etc.,

residual deposits, chernically and organically lormed deposits, classification,

study of commonly occurring sedirnentary rocks and their engineering

application.

sqb
2.4 Metamorphic petrology - Mode of @

metamorphism, metamorphic minerals, rock cleavage, structures and textures

of metamorphic rocks. classification and stLldy of cornmonly occ-uJ,qi1rg;

rnetamorphic rocks and their engineering application. 
i:W

III.

Structural Geology, Stratigraphy and Indian Geology w% / Y|Jia

€

2,9

ARY \
2
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d,3.1 Structural elements ofrocks, aip, strite, 

@
study ofjoints, unconfonnities and their engineering consideration. Faults

and folds, their classification and impofiance in engineering operations.
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3.2 Determination ofthickness ofthe strala with the help ofgiven data.

J.J General principles of Stratigraphy, geological time scale, Physiographic

divisions of lndia and their characteristics. Stratigraphy of Deccan Volcanic

Province

IV.

Geological Investigation, study of dam and reservoir site: 7

4.1 Preliminary Geological Investigation and their importance to achieve safety

and economy of the projects like dams and tunnels, methods of surface and

subsurface investigations, Excavations-Trial pit, trenches etc.

4.2 Core Drilling - Geological logging, lnclined Drill holes. Electrical Resistivity

method, Seisrnic method and their applications

4.3 Strengths, stability, water tightness ol the foundation rocks and its physical

characters against geological structures at dam sites, favourable and

unfavourable geological conditions for locating dam sites.

4.4 Precautions over the Lrnfavourable geological structures like faults,dykes,

joints, unfavourable dips on dam sites and giving treatments, structural and

erosional valleys.

Y.

Tunnel Investigation and Ground Water Control 7

5.1 Irnportance of geological considerations while choosing tunnel sites and

alignments of the tunnel, safe and unsafe geological and structural

conditions, Dilficulties during tunneling and methods to overcome the

difficulties. Methods of tunneling in soft soil

5.2 Sources, zones, water table, unconfined and Perched water tables. Factors

controlling water bearing capacity of rocks, Pervious and Impervious rocks,

Cone of depression and its use in Civil engineering. Aftesian well (flowing

and non-flowing)

5.1 Springs seepage sites and geological structures. Different types of rocks as

source ofground water

5.4 Methods ofartificial recharge ofground water, geology olpercolation tank.

VI.

Geological Disasters and Control Measures

6.t Landslides - Types, causes and preventive measllres for landslides,

Landslides in Deccan region

6.2 Volcano- Central type and fissure type, products of volcano and

land lorms.

J
i,

6.3 Earthquahe- Earthquake waves, construction and working ol
Earthquake zones of India, elastic rebound theory Preventive measures

structures constructed in Earlhquake prone areas.

Total 39
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Contribution to Outcomes

On completion ofthe course, the students shall be able to:

Understand the significance of geological studies for safe, stable and economic design of any civil
engineering structure.

Demonstrate the knowledge of geology to explain rrajor georogical processes such as formation of
mountain, ocean and the occurrence and distribution of earthquakes and volcanoes.

Explain various geological structures like folds, faults, joints, unconformity, their origin and

distribution which are very essential in the design and construction of dams, tunnels and any other

major civil engineering project.

Understand methods of surface and subsurface investigation, advantages and disadvantages caused

due to geological conditions during the construction ofdam and tunnel.

Understand the causes and prevention of natural hazard like earthquake, landslide, volcano etc. will
help student to meet the specific needs with suitable considerations for public health and safety.

. Prepare effective reports mentioning advantages and disadvantages caused due to geological

condition and can evaluate any site fbr civil engineering project.

Theory examination:

1. The question paper will comprise ofsix questions; each carrying 20 marks.

2. The first question will be compursory and wir have short questions having weightage of
4-5marks covering the entire syllabus.

3. The rernaining five questions will be based on all the modules of the entire syllabus and may be.

For this, the modules shall be divided propoilionately and further, the weightage ofthe rnarks shall

bejudiciousJy awarded in proportion to the impofiance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

4. Remaining questions will be mixed in nature (e.g. Suppose e.2 has paft (a) from module II then

part (b) will be from any module other than module II).

5. The students will have to attempt any three questions out ofrerr.raining five questions.

6. Total four questions need to be attempted.

Oral Examination:

Oral examination will be based on the entire syllabus and a neatly

with a repoft of the site visit.

List of Practicals:

1. Study ofphysical propefiies ofthe minerals.

2. Identification of minerals- Qua(z and its varieties, orthoclase, plagioclase, Mii6vite, Biotite,

Hornblende, Asbestos, Augite, Olivine, Tourmaline, Garnet, Actinolite, Calcite, Dolomite,

Gypsum, Beryl, Bauxite, Craphile, CaJena, pyrite. Hematite, Magnetite, Chromite, Corundum.

Talc, Fluorite, Kyanite. 3d



3. Identification of rocks: Igneous rocks-Cranite and its varieties, Syenite, Diorite, Gabbro,

Pegmatite. Porphyry, Dolerite, Rhyolite, Pumice, Trachyte, Basalt and its varieties, Volcanic

Breccia, Volcanic tuffs. Sedimentar! Rrclf{s- Conglomerate, Breccia, Sandstone and its varieties,

Shales, Limestones, Laterites. Metamorplric Raclrs- Mica Schists, Hornblende Schists, Slate,

Phyllite, Cranite Gneiss, Augen gneiss, Marbles and Quartzite.

Study of Geological maps (At least 5).

Study of core samples, RQD, Core logging.

At least two engineering problems based on field data collected during site investigation.

Internal Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'lnternal Assessment) to be conducted in the

semester. The first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the rnid of the semester based on the

40% of the syllabus. It will be of 20 marks. Similarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end of the semester and it will be based on next 40Yo of the syllabus. It will be of 20

marks. Lastly, the average ofthe marks scored by the students in both the Intemal Assessment will be

considered. Duration ofboth the IA examination will be ofone hour duration, respectively.

Term Work:

The tenn work shall consisl ofthe;

L Repofi of the practical conducted in terms of the study ol the physical properties of the minerals,

identification of m inerals and rocks.

Repoft ofthe Ceological maps.

Report ofthe two problerns based on field data.

At least s/x assignrnents covering entire syllabus

Site Visit:

Preferably, there shall be a visit to get the geological information according to tite variolls contents

mentioned in the syllabus. The students shall prepare a detail repofi along with the summarized findings.

The report will form a paft of tl'le term work.

Distribution of the Term Work Marks:

The marks of the term work shall be judiciously awarded for the various colnponents of the term work

and depending upon the quality of the term work. The final certification and acceptance of tenn work

ensures the satisfactory perlortnance of iaboratory work. Broadly. the split ofthe marks for tenn work

shall be as given below. However, there can be further bifurcation in the marks under any ofthe lreads to

account for any sub-head therein. ln case, if the site visit is not conducted, the marks kept under the head

of Site Visit may be considered under the head of Assignments.

Report of the Practicals

Assignments

Site Visit Report

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.

4.

Attendance

Total

l0 marks

07 marks

03 marks

05 marks

25 marks



Further, while giving weightage of marks on the attendance, following guidelines shall be resorted to.

7 5% - 80Yo:03 Marks; 81o/o - 90o/o: 04 Marks; 9loZ onwards: 05 Marks

Recommended Books:

I . Text book of Engineering Geology: Dr. R. B. Gupte. Pune Yidyarthi Griha Prakashan, Pune.

2. Text book of Engineering Geology P. K. Mukerjee, Asia.

3. Text book of Engineering and Ceneral Geology: Parbin Singh, Carson Publication.

4. Text book of Engineering Geology: N. Chenna, Kesavulu, Mc-Millan.

5. Principles ofEngineering Geology'. K. M. Banger.

Reference Books:

I . Principles of Physical Geology: Arthur Homes, Thomas Nelson Publications, London.

2. Earth Revealed, Physical Geology: David McGeeary and Charles C. Plummer

1. Principles of Geornorphology: llilliant D. Thornbnry, John Wiley Publications, New York.

2. Geology lor Civil Engineering: A. C. Mclean, C.D. Gribble, George Allen &UnwinLondon.

3. Engineering Geology: A Parthsarathy, V. Panchapakesan, R Nagarajan, WiJey India 2013.

LI!JRARY



Semester III

Subject Code Subject Name Credits

CE.C JO5 Fluid Mechanics - I 4

Teaching Scheme

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Theory Practical Tr.rtorial Theory Practical Tutorials Total

03 02 03 0r 04

Evaluation Scheme

Theory
Term World

Practical/0ral

Total

Internal Assessrnent End

Sem

Exam

Duration ol
End Sem

Exam

TW PR OR
Test I Test 2 Average

20 20 20 80 03 Hrs. 25 25 150

Rationale

The concept of fluid mechanics in civil engineering is essential to underStand the processes and science of
fluids. The course deals with the basic concepts and principles in hydrostatics, hydro kinematics and

hydrodynamics with their applications in fluid flow problems.

Course Ob.iectives

Students are introduced to:

. Properties offluids and basic concepts applicable to fluid mechanics and its relevance in civil

englneefl ng.

Fundamentals ofhydrostatics viz. Pascal's law, hydrostatic law and determination ofhydrostatic

pressure and centre of pressure of surlaces.

Principle ofbuoyancy and its application

Tlre concept of flLrid kinerratics and ideal fluid flow.

Concepts ofcontrol volume, control surlace and dynamics offluid flow.

Various flow measuring devices and their applications u**Q::
t i lll,:t;-- \';:.



Sub-Module / Contents

Mass density, weight density, specific gravity, sp"";nc uofffi 
":r.osity,

compressibility and elasticity, surface tension, capillarity, vapour pressure, types of
fluids, basic concepts applicable to fluid mechanics

Pascal's law, hydrostatic law, pressure variation in fluids at rest. Absolutc,

atmospheric, gauge pressure! measurement of pressure using manometers

Hydrostatic force on surfaces:

Total plessure and centre of pressure, total pressure on horizontal plane

sr-rrface, vedical plane surface, Inclined plane surface, centre of pressure for
venical plane surl'ace and lor inclined plane surface, practical applications ol
total pressure and centre of pressure on dams, gates, and tanks.

Buoyancy and flotation:

Archimedes principle, Meta-centre, metacentric height, Stability

and subrnerged bodies, determination of metacentric height,

height for floating bodies containing liquid, Time period of
oscillations of fl oating bodies.

3. Liquids in Relative equilibrium and Fluid Kinemafics

Liquids in Relative equilibrium Fluirl ffi
acceleration, liquid containers subjected to constant horizontal acceleration

and vertical acceleration, fluid containers subjected to constant rotation with
axis vertical and horizontal.

Fluid Kinematics: Types of fluid flow, dE",,ptl",rruro runemancs: Iypes oI fluld flow, description of flow pattern,

Lagrangian rnethods, Eulerian method, continuity equation, velocity and

acceleration of fluid particles, velocity potential and stream function,

streamline, streak line, path line, equipotential lines and flow net, uses offlow
net, rotational and irrotational rnotions. circulation and vorticitv

4. Introduction to Ideal flow.

Introduction to ideal fluid flow, unifonn ttow,ffi
superimposed flow, doublet, Flow past a half body, flow past a Rankine oval

and flow past a cylinder

Detailed Svllabus

--*-s.ta\
. \'o'sv tl

Module Periods

I.

1. Properties of Fluids 05

II.

2. Fluid Statics 08

2.1

2.2

2.3

III.
08

3.1

3.2

ry.

04

:i.-: ;:I':t.l
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5. FIuid dvnamics 06

Control volume and control surface, Forces acting on fluid in motion, Navierstokes

Equation, Euler's Equation of motion, Integration of Euler's equations of motion,

Bernoulli's Theorem and its derivation, Bernoulli's equation for compressible fluid

and real fluid, practical applications of Bernoulli's Equation - Venturimeter, Orifice

meter, nozzle meter, pitot tube, rotameter.

VI

6. Flow measurement 08

6.1 Orifices and Mouthpieces:

Classification of orifices, flow through orifices, detennination of hydraulic

coefficients. flow thror"rgh large rectangular orifice, flow through fully

submerged and partially submerged orifice, time of emptying a tank through

an orifice at its botlom. Classification of Mouthpieces, Flow through external

cylindrical mouthpiece, convergent-divergent mouthpiece, Borda's

mouthpieces.

6.2 Notches and Weirs:

Classification of notches and weirs, discharge over a rectangular, triangular,

trapezoidal notch/weir, velocity of approacl.r, stepped notch, Cipolleti weir,

broad crested weir, ogee weir, discharge over a submerged weir, ventilation

of weirs.

Total 39

Contribution to Outcomes

On completion ofthis course the student will be able to:

o Define various propefties offluids, state and explain different types of laws and principles of fluid

mechanics.

Interpret different forms of pressure measurement and Calculate Hydrostatic Force and its Location

for a given geometry and orientation ofplane surface.

Compute force of buoyancy on a partially or fully subrnerged body and analyse the stability of a

floating bod1.

Distinguish velocity potential function and stream function and solve for velocity and acceleration of

a fluid at a given location in a fluid flow.

Derive Euler's Equation of motion and Deduce Bernoulli's equation.

Measure velocity and rate of flow using various devices.



Theory examination:

l. The question paper will comprise of six questions; each carrying 20 marks.

2. The first question will be compulsory and will have short questions having weightage of
4-5marks covering the entire syllabus.

3. The re:naining five questions will be based on all the modules of the entire syllabLrs and may be.

For this, the modules shall be divided proportionately and further, the weightage of the rnarks shall

bejudiciously awarded in proportion to the importance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

4. Remaining questions will be mixed in nature (e.g. Suppose e.2 has paft (a) from module II then

paft (b) will be frorn any module other than rnodule II).

5. The students will have to attempt any three questions out of remaining five questions.

6. Total four questions need to be attempted.

List of Experiments (Any six):

I. Determination of metacentric height.

2. Verification of Bernoulli's theorem.

3. Determination of coefficient of discharge through Venturimeter.

4. Detennination ofcoefficient ofdischarge through Orifice meter.

5. Determination ofcoefficient ofdischarge through Nozzle meter.

7. Detenrination ofcoefficient ofdischarge through Notches (Rectangular and Triangular notch).

8. Determination ofcoefficient ofdischarge over weirs (Broad Crested,weir and Ogee weir).

9. Deterrnination of hydraulic coefficients of orifice.

10. Determination of coefficient of discharge through mouthpiece.

Internal Assessment:

Tl1ere will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'lnternal Assessment) to be conducted in the

semester. The first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the rnid of the semester based on the

40Yo of the syllabus. It will be of 20 marks. Sirnilarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end ofthe semester and it will be based on next 40'r/o ofthe syllabus. It will be of20
rnarks. Lastly, the average of the marks scored by the students in both the lnternal Assessment will be

considered. Duration ofboth the IA examination will be ofone hour duration, respectively.

Term Work:

The tenn work shall comprise ofthe neatly written report based on the afore-mentioned experiments and

assignments. The assignments shall comprise of the

divided properly rnodule wise.

{r*xx@
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Distribution of the Term Work Marks:

The marks of the term work shall be judicioLrsly awarded for tlre various components ol the term work

and depending upon the quality of the tefln work. The final certification and acceptance of tenn work

warrants the satisfactory performance of laboratory work by the student, appropriate completion of the

assignments. Broadly, the split ofthe marks for tenn work shall be as given below. However, there can be

fu(her bifurcation in the marks r-Lnder any ofthe heads to account for any sub-head therein.

Repoft of the Experiments

Assignments

Attendance

Total

l0 Marks

l0 Marks

05 Marks

25 Marks

Fufther, while giving weightage of marks on the attendance, following guidelines shall be resoded to.

75% - 80ok:03 Marks; 8lYo - 90ok:04 Marks; 9l % onwards: 05 Marks

Recommended Books:

1. Hydraulics and Fluid mechanics: Dr. P.M. Modi and Dr. S.M. Seth. Standard Book House, Delhi

3. Theory and Application of Fluid Mechanics: K. Subramanian, Tata McGraw hill publishing

cornpany, New Delhi.

4. Fluid Mechanics: Dr. A.KJain, Khanna Publishers.

5. Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics: Dr. S.K. Ukarande, Ane's Books Pvt. Ltd. (Revised Edition

20r2), tsBN 97893 8116 2518

6. Fluid Mechanics and fluid pressure engineering: Dr. D.S. Kunar, F.K. Kataria and sons

7. FlLrid Mechanics: R.K. Bctnsal, Laxrni Publications (P) Ltd.

Reference Books:

Fluid Mechanics: Frank M. White. T ata Mc-Graw Hill International Edition.

Fluid Mechanics: Streeter Wlite Bedforl, Tata Mc-Graw lntemational Edition.

Fluid Mechanics with Engineering Applications: R.L. Daugherty, J.B. Franzini, E.J. Finnemore,

Tata Mc-Graw Hill, New Delhi.

Hydraulics: James F. Cruise, Vijay P. Singh and Mohsen M. Sherif, CENGAGE Learning lndia

(Pfi.) Ltd.

5. Introduction to Fluid Mechanics: Edward J. Shaughnessy,

Oxlord H igher Education.

t.

2.

3.

4.



Applied Mathematics - IV*

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Term Work/ PracticaVOral

The course is aimed to develop the basic Mathematical skilis of engineering students that are imperative
for elfective understanding of engineering subjects. The topics introduced will serve as basic tools fbr
specialized studies in many fields of engineering and technology.

To inculcate an ability to relate engineering problems to mathematical context.

To provide a solid foundation in mathematicar fundamentars required to sorve engineering problem.
To study the basic principles of Vector analyses, complex integration, probability, test of
hypothesis and correlation between data.

Brief rerision of vecrors oueiffi
dependence and Independence and ofthogonality of

F li"iC3It,3&l
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1.2 Characteristic polynomial. characteristic equation, characteristic roots and

characteristic vectors of a square matrix, properties of characteristic roots and

Eigen vectors of different types of matrices such as symmetric matrix,

orthogonal matrix, Hermitian matrix, Skew-Hermitian matrix.

1.3 Cayley Hamilton theorern (without prool) and its application

1.4 Sirnilarity of matrices, Functions of a square matrix, Minimal polynomial and

Derogatory matrix.

L5 Quadratic forms: linear transformation of a quadratic form, congruence of a

square matrix. reduction to canonical form under congruent transformations,

orthogonal transformation, determining the nature of a quadratic form,

Application of Eigen values and Eigen Vectors.

II.

2. Vector calculus 9

2.1 Brief revision of Scalar and vector point flrnctions, Gradient, divergence and

curl, Irrotational vectors, scalar potential, solenoidal vectors, Directional

derivatives.

2.2 Linc intcgrals, Circulation, Green's theorem (without proo| for plane regions

and properties of line integrals.

2.3 Surface integrals, Stokes theorem(without prooi')

2.4 Volume integrals, Gauss divergence theorem (without proof) related identities

and deductions. (No verification problems on Stoke's Theorem and Gauss

Divergence Theorem)

III.

3. Linear Programming 08

3.1 Types of solutions to linear programrning problems, standard form ol L.P.p.

Sirnplex rnetlrod to solve L.P.P.

3.2 Big M method (Penalty method) to solve L.P.P, Duality, Dual simplex

metlrod and Revised sirnplex method to solve L.P.P.

IV

4. Non Linear Programming 06

4.1 Unconstrained optimization, prob)ems with equality constraints, Lagrange,s

Multiplier method

Problem with inequality constraints Kdhn-TLrcker conditions.

v.

5. Probabilitv Distributions 10

5.1 Discrete and Continuous random variables, Probability mass and density

function. Probability distribution for randorn variables, Expected -valud,

,,'i ^ ) 
t"
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5.2 Probabi lity distributions:

Binomial, Poisson, Normal and exponential Distributions.
(w"
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vI.

6. Sampling Theory 08

6.1 Sarnpling distribution, Test of Hypothesis, Level of significance, critical

region, One tailed and two tailed tests Interval Estimation of population

parameters.

6.2 Test of significance for Large samples: Test for significance ofthe difference

between sample mean and popLrlation means, Test for significance of the

difference between the means of two samples.

6.3 Test of significance of small samples:-student's t-distribution and its

properties. Test for significance of the dilference between sample mean and

population mean, Test for significance of the difference between the means

of two SarnpJes, paired rtest.

o.4 Chi square test, Test ol goodness of fit and independence of attriUutes,

Contingency table and Yate's correction.

6.5 Analysis of Variance(F-Test): One way classification, Two-way

classifi cation (short-cut method)

Total 52

Contribution to Outcomes

Learner will be able to...

t.

2.

Solve the system of linear equations using matrix algebra with its specific rules.

lllustrate basics of \ ector calculus.

Apply the concept ofprobability distribution and sarnpling theory to engineering problems.

. Apply principles ofvector calculus to the analysis ofengineering problems.

Identify, formLrlate and solve engineering problems.

Illustrate basic theory ofcorrelations and regression.

Theory examination:

3.

The question paper will comprise ofsix questions; each carrying 20 marks.

The first question will be compulsory and will have short questions having weightage of
4 - 5marks covering the entire syllabus.

The renraining five questions will be based on all the modules ofthe entire syllabus and may before

this, the modules shall be divided proportionately and further, the weightage ofthe marks shall be

judiciously awarded in proportion to the imponance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

'/./ 
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4.

5.

6.

Remaining questions will be rnixed in nature (e.9. Suppose Q.2 has part (a) from module II then

part (b) will be fro:n any module other than module Il).

The students will have to atternpt any three questions out of remaining five questions.

Total four questions need to be attempted.

Internal Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'lnternal Assessment) to be conducted in the

semester. Tlle first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the mid of the semester based on the

40% of the syllabus. It will be of 20 marks. Similarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end of the semester and it will be based on next 40o% of the syllabus. It will be of 20

marks. Lastly, the average of the marks scored by the students in both the [nternal Assessment wil] be

considered. Duration ofboth the IA examination will be ofone hour duration, respectively.

Term Work Examination:

The marks of term-work shall be judiciously awarded depending upon the quality of the term work

including that of the report on experiments assignments. The final certification acceptance ol tenn-work

warrants lhe satisfactory the appropriate completion ofthe assignments the minimum passing marks to be

obtained by the students. Broadly, the split of the marks for term work shall be as given below. However,

t}tere can be furlher bifirrcation in the marks under any ofthe heads to account for any sub-head therein.

Total

05 marks

l5 rnarl(s

05 marks

25 marhs

Ftttlher, while giving weightage of marks on tl'le attendance, foliowing guidelines shall be resorted to.

7576 - 80Yo:03 Marks; 8l% - 90%o:04 Marks 9l0Z onwards: 05 Marks

General Instructions:

l. Batch wise tutorials are to be conducted. The number of students per batch should be as per

University rules for practical.

2. . Students must be encouraged to write assignments in tLrtorial class only. Each student has to write at

least 8 class lutorials on entire syllabus.

Recommended Books:

Assignments (02) on entire syllabus

Class Tutorials on entire syllabus (08)

Attendance (Theory and Tutorial)

Advanced Engineering Mathemalics, E Kreyszing, Wiley Eastern

Higher Engineering Mathematics. B. S. Grewal, Khanna Publication.

Advanced Engineering Mathematics, H. K. Dass. S. Chand & co.

Vector Analysis by Murray R. Splegel. Shaum Series.

Operations Research, S.D. Sharma,S. Chand & CO.

Fundamentals of Mathematical Statistics, S C Gupta & V K Kapoor, S. Chand & Co

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Term WorlV PracticaVOral

This is an advanced course which intended to teach students modern sirveying instruments with their
principles and uses in surveying along with curves and setting out of different civil engineering works.
students are exposed to the concept of rotar station, G.p.s., G.r.s. and remote sensing techniques. To
make the students acquainted with the field problems, a 4-day survey camp is arranged to execute the
Road project, Block contouring project, Tachometric project and rotal Station Traversing at ideal
locations.

o To understand operation of rotar station, EDM, Erectronic Theodorite for desired accuracy in
surveying.

To learn how to establish survey control ofdetermined accuracy using GpS, GIS and Remote sensins.

To Study various types ofcurves by linear and angulat methoris.

To prepare dilferent layout from surveying data.

To learn how to generate and manipurate fierd survey data and incorporate design data using

specialized software's.

Subject Name



Detailed Syllabus

Module Sub-Modules/ Contents Periods

L

l Curves-Horizontal 10

t.l Definitions ofdifferent tenns, necessity ofcurves and types ofcurves

1.2 Simple circular curves and compound curves, office and field work, linear

metlrods of setting out curyes,

Angular methods ol setting out curves, two theodolites and Rankine deflection

angle method.

1.3 Reverse and transition curves, their properlies and advantages, design of
transition curves, sl.rift, spiral angle. Composite curves office and field level.

Setting out of curves by angular method, composite curves problems.

t.4 Difficulties in setting out curves and solution for the same.

II.

2. Curves-Vertical 3

2.1 Sight distance on a vertical curve

2.2 Tangent correction and chord gradient rrethods.

2.3 Sight distance on a vertical curve

III.

3. Setting ou1 works 1

3.1 General horizontal and vertical control, setting out of foundation plan for load

bearing and framed structure, batter board, slope and grade stakes, setting out

with theodolite

3.2 Setting out a foundation plans for building, sewer line, culveft, and use of laser

for works;

Setting out centre line lor tunnel, transfer of levels for r_rnderground works.

3.3 Project/route survey for bridge, dam and canal;Checking verticality of higlt

rise structures.

IV.

4. Special Survey Instruments 6-4;
/./,i: /
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4.1 Electronic Theodolite, Total Station :

Principles, Types, Applications, Topographical Survey and

Transferring data to and from other software's for further

advanlages and lim itations

Stake-out,

4.2 Introduction to Site square. Penta Graplr. Auto-setlevel, TransiiGi --*rel, Speciitr

Compasses. BruntonUniversal Pocket Transit, Mountain Compass Transit i

'-Wi



5. Modern Methods of Surveying

Global Positioning System (GPS):Basic principles, GPS segments, receivers,

computations of coordinates, Applications in surveying

Remote Sensing:

Definition, basic concepts, electromagnetic radiation and spectrum, energy

source and its characteristics, image acquisition and image interpretation.

Application of remote sensing.

Global Information System (GIS):

Geographical concepts and terminology, advantages, basic components ofGIS,

data types, GIS analysis. Applications of GIS.

Field Astronomy:

Introduction, purposes, astronomical terms, determination of azimuth, latitude,

longitude and time corrections to the observations.

Aerial photogrammetry :

Introduction, Principle, Uses, Aerial camera, Aerial photographs, Definitions,

Scale of vertical and Iilted photograph, Ground Co-ordinates, Displacements

and errors, Cround control, Procedure of aerial survey, Photomaps and

mosaics, Stereoscopes, Parallax bar

Hydrographic Survey: Introduction, Organizations,

National and International Maritime Hydrography, Hydrographic survey

Methods, Lead lines, sounding poles, and single-bea:n, echo sounders.

6. Cadastral Surveying

Interpreting and advising on boundary locations, on the status of land

ownership and on the rights, restrictions and interests in propefty. Legal

requirements relating to property boundary surveys in India

Role of revenue department in maintaining survey records, introduction to

local survey teflninologies like tehsildar, 7112, utara, namuna8, etc.

Introdr"rction to Survey of India Department; Deparlment of Registration and

Stamps, Maharashtra



Contribution to Outcomes

On completion oftl're course, the learners will be able to:

. Operate Total Station & GPS for desired accuracy in surveying and establish suruey control of

determined accuracy using Total Station, GPS, GIS and remote sensing.

. Set out various types ofcurves by linear and angular methods

. Compute setting out data ftom suwey and design inforrnation.

. Generate and manipulate field survey data and incorporate design data using specialised software's.

. Appreciate the role ofvarious governmental authorities in maintaining cadastral survey records.

Theory examination:

l. The question paper will comprise ofsix questions; each canying 20 marks.

2. The first question will be compulsory and will have short questions having weightage of

4-5marks covering the entire syllabus.

3. The remaining five questions will be based on all the modules of the entire syllabus and may be.

For this, the tnodules shall be divided proportionately and further, the weightage ofthe marks shall

bejudiciously awarded in proportion to the importance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

4. Relraining questions will be rnixed in nature (e.g. Suppose Q.2 has pafi (a) from module II tiren

part (b) will be frorn any module other than module Il).

5. The students will have to attempt any three questions out of rernaining five questions.

6. Total four questions need to be attempted.

Oral Examination:

The otal exarnination shall be based on the entire syllabus, the projects performed and practicals

conducted. lt will include a practical exam ( l0 marks) before proceeding for viva ( I 5 rnarks)

List of Practicals:

l. To set out circular curve by linear methods.

2. To set out circular curve by angular methods.

3. Determination ofhorizontal and vefiical distances, bearings and area using Total Station.

4. Determination ofco-ordinates ofa traverse, length oftraverse lines using GpS

5. Post-processing of data obtained in Total station & GPS practical using softwares like

TERMMODEL, AutoCAD etc. and print out the sheets

6. Analysis ofsurvey projects conducted using computer by applying various softwares like MS excel,

SurveyOS, surfit, QuikGrid, etc.

7. Setting out a simple foundation plan in the field. .rg:1:i-ffi siij;',:.*
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InterIral Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'lnternal Assessment) to be conducted in the
semester' The first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the mid of the semester based on the
40yo of the syllabus. lt will be of 20 marks. Similarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end of the semester and it will be based on next 40o/o of the syllabus. It will be of 20
marks. Lastly, the average of the marks scored by the students in both the lntemal Assessment will be

considered. Duration of both the IA examination will be of one hour duration, respectively.

Term work

It shall consist ofthe following:

l. Project I: Road project Lrsing Auto rever for a minimum rength of 500:n incruding fixing of
alignment. ProfiJe levelling, cross-sectioning, at least one simple and one reverse curve, plotting of
L section and cross Section. (Two full imperiar sheet inc)uding plan, L - section and any three

typical cross-sections, sample data computation for curves, cutting and fi ing required

2. Project II: Block contouring project using Auto rever for minimum r00 x g0 m area and

generating contours by MS Excel, etc. (minimum contour interval 0.2 meter)

3. Proiect III: Tachornetric contouring project on hilly area with at least two instrument stations

about 60 m to 100 m apart and generating contours using software such as Autodesk land desktop,
Auto civil, Foresight etc. (rninimurn contour interval I meter)

4. Project IV: Traversing using a total statior (minimum l0 acres, area)

5. The account of practicals performed with airr, apparatus, observations, calculations, results and
inferences

6. Field book subrnission on afore-mentioned practicars conducted on and offrhe fierd.
T The assignments shall comprise of the minimum 5 problems covering the entire syllabus, thet.rry

questions on each chapter

Distribution of the Term Work Marks:

The marks of the term work shall be judiciously awarded for the various components of the term work
and depending upon the quality of the tenn work. The final certification and acceptance of term work
warrants the satisfactory performance of laboratory and field work by the student, appropriate completion
ofthe assignments.Broadly, the sprit of the rnarks for term work shall be as given below. However, there
can be further bifurcation in the marks under any ofthe heads to accounr for any sub-head therein.

Assignments on entire syllabus

Practical performance

Project (04)

Attendance (Theory and Tutorial)

: l0 rnarks

: I 5 marks

: 20 marks

: 05 marks

: 50 marksTotal

Further, while giving weightage of marks on the attendance, folowing guiderines shal bq lerggrted to.
A6

75%o - 80%o:03 Marks; 8l%o - 90o/o:04 Marks 9l% onwards: 05 Marks

LISF.ARY
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Recommended Books:

L Surveying: R. Agor, Khanna Publishers, New Delhi

2. Surveying and Levelling: N N. Basak,TataMcGraw Hill, New Delhi.

3. Surveying and Levelling. Vol-l and lll. Kanetkar and Kulkarnt, Ptrne VidyarthiCriha, Pune.

4. Surveying, Vol-1, Il & lll: Dr K.R.lrora, Standard Book House.

5. Surveying and Levelling, (2Edition): R. Subramanian; Oxford Higher Education.

6. Surveyingand levelling, Vol.-1, II & lll: Dr. B.C. Purunia, Laxmi Publications.

7. Surveying and Levelling, Vol.-l& Il:S K.Duggal. Tata Mc-Graw Hill

8. Advanced Surveying, R. Agor. Khanna Publishers, New Delhi

9. Fundamentals ofSurveying, S.K. Roy, Prentice Hall India, New Delhi

10. Remote Sensing and ClS, B Bhatta, Oxford University Press, New Delhi.

I I . Remote sensing and Image interpretation, T.M Lillesand, R.IIt Kiqfer andJ.W Chipman,5th edition,

Jolin Wiley and Sons India

12. Concepts and Techniques of Geographic Infonnation Systems, Za, C.P. &Yeung A.K.W., Prenlice

Hall of lndia, New Delhi, 2002

l3. Renrote Sensing and Geographical Intbnnation Systems. Anji Reddy, B.S. Publications, Hyderabad,

200r.

Web Materials:

l. http://nptel.ac. in/co urses/ 105104100/ I

2. http://www.surveyofi ndia.gov.in/

3. http://igrrraharashtra.gov.in/#



Semester IV

Subject Code Subject Name Credits

CE-C 403 Structural Analysis - I 5

T€aching Scheme

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Theory Practical Tutorial Theory Practical Tutorials Total

04 0l 04 0t 05

Evaluation Scheme

Theory Term Work/ PracticaVOral Total

lnternal Assessment End

Sen.r

Exam

Duration of

End Sem

Exam

TW PR OR
Test I Test 2 Average

20 20 20 80 03 Hrs. 25 25 150

Rationale

There are various types of the components of any civil engineering structures which are subjected to

different types of loading or combination thereof. Most ofthe structures which are analyzed for finding its

structural response which would lorrr the basis lor its structural design are indeterminate structure.

Notwithstanding, the structural analysis of any civil engineering structuml systems idealizing the same as

the statically determinate one shall be the foundation of the analysis of the indeterminate structures. The

knowledge gained in the subjects such as engineering mechanics and strength of materials in the

preceding semesters where students have been exposed to the principles of engineering mechanics and

subsequently, its application on tlre materials and solids to study its behavior under the action ofloads and

further to evaluate its strength propefties, is extended in this sLrbject for the analysis ofvarious structural

systems such as beams, frames, arches and suspension bridges.

Objectives

o To analyze the statically determinate simple portal frarne (both- rigid jointed and having an internal

hinges).

To study the methods and evaluating rotation and displacement parameters in respect of beams and

frarnes using various methods.

To analyze tlre three hinged arches; and cables, suspension bridges and three hinged stiffening girder.

To study the bLrckling behaviol olthe axially and transversely loaded beam-columns and its analyses.

To understand the concept and behavior of the beam and trusses under rolling loads and

subsequently, to obtain the absolute maximum bending momen

To understand the concept of unsymmetrical bending and

riiiARY )l
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the problems of structural mechantcs.



Detailed Syllabus

H
IE
t:
!fl

Module Sub- Modules/ Contents Periods

t.

1. Axial force, shear force and bending moment 6

Concept of statically delenninate structures; Axial force, shear lorce and bending

moment diagrams for statically detenninate ftames with and without internal hinges.

2, General theorems and its application to simple structures 3

General theorems and principles related to elastic structures, types of strain energy

in elastic structures, complementary energy, principle of virtual work, Betti's and

Maxwell's reciplocal theorems, Castigliano's first theorem, principle of

superposition. Application of Energy Approach to evaluate deflection in simple

structures such as simple beams, portal frame, bent and arclr type structures, etc.

II.

3. Deflection of Statically Determinate Structures Using Geometrical Methods 7

Deflection of cantilever, simply suppofied and overhanging bearns for different

types of loadings Using-lnlegration Approach including Double Integration method

and Macaulay's Method, Geometrical Methods incJuding Moment area method and

Conjugate beam method.

III.

4. Deflection of Statically Determinate Structures Using Methods Based on

Energy Principle

9

rtr
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4.1 Application of Unit Load Method (Vifiual Work Method/ Dummy Load

Method) for finding out slope and deflection in beams. Application of Strain

Energy Concept and Castigliano's Theorem for finding out deflection in such

structures,

4.2 Application of Unit Load Method (Vjrtual Work Method) for finding out

deflection of rigid jointed frames. Application of Strain Energy Concept and

Castigliano's Theorem for finding out deflection in such lrames. ,f
ft.i

4.3 Application of Unit Load Method (Vifiual Work Method/ Dummy Lo'fdi
;l:'

Method) for finding out deflection in pinjointed frames (trusses). Applica{ph,

of Strain Energy Corlcept and Castigliano's Theorem for finding 'or,il

deflection intrusses. itr,

rv. 5. Rolling Load and Influence Lines for Statically Determinate Structures )..11

\,,
Influence lines for cantilever, sirrply supported, overhanging beams and pin jointed

truss including warren truss, criteria for maximum shear force and bending moment,

absolute maximum shear force and bending moment under moving loads (UDL and

Series ol point loads) for si:nply suppofted girder.



6. Three Hinged Elastic Arches 5

Determination of normal thrust, radial shear and bending moment for parabolic and

circular (semi and segmental) three hinged arches, Influence lines for nonnal thrust,

radial shear and bending moment lor three hinged parabolic arch.

v.
7. Cables, Suspension bridges and Three Hinged Stiffening Girder 4

Simple suspension cable. different geometries of cables, minimum and marimum

Iension in tlre cable supporled at same/different levels, anchor cable, suspension

cable with three hinged stiffening girder.

VI.

8, Columns and Struts 4

Columns and struts subjected to eccentric loads, Secant formula, Perry's formula,

struts with initial curvature.

9. Unsymmetrical bending 3

Product of inertia, principal momenl of inertia, flexural stresses due to bending in

two planes for symrnetrical sections, bending of unsylnmetrical sections.

10. Shear Centre

Shear centre for thin walled sections such as channel, tee, angle section and I

section.

Total 52

Contribution to Outcomes

On completion ofthis course, the students will be able to:

Understand the behavior of various statically detenninate structures including compound structures

having an internal hinge for various loadings.

Analyze these structures to find out the internal forces such as axial force, shear lorce, bending

momenl. I wisting rnornents. etc.

Evaluate the displacements / dellections in beams and frames under the action of loads. They will be

able to obtain the response of the beams under the action of moving loads.

Analyze the structllres sucl'r as arches and suspension bridges and study the behavior of eccentrically

loaded columns.

Analyze the section with respect to unsymmetrical bending and shear center.

Demonstrate the ability to extend the knowledge gained in this subject in the subjects Structural

Analysis-ll and elective subjects such as Advanced Slructural Anctlysis and Advqnced Structural

Meclmnics in the higher years of their UC programme

indeterminate structures. Tlre knowledge gained in this

the structural design in later years.

with tlre

ln



1.

2.

Theorv examination:

The question paper will comprise of six questions; each carrying 20 marks.

The first question will be compuJsoly and will have short questions having weightage of

4-5marks covering the entire syllabus.

The remaining five questions will be based on all the modules of the entire syllabus and may be .

For this, the modules shall be divided proporlionately and fLlfther, the weightage ofthe marks shall

bejudiciously awarded in proportion to the importance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

Remaining questions will be mixed in nature (e.g. Suppose Q.2 has part (a) frorn module II then

part (b) will be from any module other than module ).

The students will have to attempt any three questions out ofremaining five questions.

Total four questions need to be attempted.

3.

5.

4.

6.

Oral Examination:

The oral Examination shall be based upon the

assignments.

syllabus and tlre term work consisting ol the

Internal Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'lnternal Assessment) to be conducted in the

semester. The first internal assessment (lA) will be condr-rcted in the mid of the semester based on the

40% of the syllabus. It will be of 20 marks. Similarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end of the sernester and it will be based on next 40y,; of the syllabus. It will be of 20

marks. Lastly, the average of the marks scored by the students in both the Internal Assessment will be

considered. Duration ofboth the IA examination will be ofone hour duration, respectively.

Term Work:

The tenn-work shall comprise of the neatly written report of the assignments. The assignments shall be

given covering the entire syllabus in such a way that the students would attempt at least four problems on

each modules/ sub-modLrles contents thereof firrther.

Distribution ol l erm-work Marks:

The rnarks of term-work shall be judiciously awarded depending upon the quality of the tenn work

including that of the report on experiments assignments. The final certification acceptance of term-work

warrants the satisfactory the appropriate completion ofthe assignments the minirnum passing marks to be

obtained by the students. Broadly, the split ofthe marks for term work shall be as given below. Horyever, .

there can be fufiher bifurcation in the marks under any olthe heads to account for

Assignments : 20 Marks

Attendance : 05 Marks

Total : 25 marks

Further, while giving weightage ofmarks on the attendance, following guidelines

7 5% - 80ok:03 Marks; Slok - 90Yo: 04 Marks 910lo onwards: 05 Marks

entire



Recommended Books:

l. Basic Structural Analysis: C.S. Reddy,TataMcGraw Hill New Delhi.

2 Mechanics ofStructures: vol-l:s. B. Junnarkqr and H.J. shah, charotar publishers. Anand.

3. Analysis ofStructures: Vol. I and ll, Vazirani and Ratwani

4. Strength of Materials. S. Raruamrutham, Dhanpatrai and publishers, Delhi

5. Theory of Structures: S. Ramamrutham, Dhanpatrai and Sons, Delhi

6. Structural Analysis I: Hemant Potil, Yogesh Patil, Jignesh patel. Synergy Knowledgeware,

Mumbai.

7. Strength ofMaterials: Rajpttt, S. Chand Publications, Delhi

8. Structural Analysis: Bhavikatti, Vikas publisher house pvt, Itd.

9. Structural Analysis: DevdasMenon,Narosa Pubiishing House.

10. Basic structural Analysis: K.u. Mutllu, Azmi lbrahin, M. vijyanand, MagantiJanadharnand. I.K.

Intemational Publishing Hor.rse Pvt. Ltd.

ll. comprehensive structural Analysis: vol-l and ll by vaidyanathan R. and perumal R.Laxtni

Publications.

12. Elementary Structural Analysis: Jindal

13. Structuraf Analysis: L.S. Negi and R.S. Jangid, Tata Mc-Graw Hill India

14. Fundamentals of structural Analysis: sujit Kumar Roy and Subrotachakrabarf, S. chand

Publications.

15. Structural Analysis: T.S. Thandavamoorthy, Oxford University press.

16. Structural Analysis: Manmohan Das, Bharghab Mohanpentice Hall International.

Reference Books:

l. Structural Analysis: Hibbler, Pentice Hall International.

2. Structural Analysis: C/ra7es, EIBS London.

3. Theory of Structures: Timoshenko and Yoang, Tata McGraw Hill New Delhi.

4. Structuraf Analysis: Kassimali,TWS Publications.

5. Element of Structural Analysis: Norries and Wilbur, McGraw Hill.

6. Structural Analysis: Laursen H.l, McGraw Hill Publishing Co.

7. Structural theorem and their application: B.G. Neal, Pergaman press.

8. Fundamentals of Structural Analysis: K.M. Leet, C.M. Uang and A.M. Gilbefi, Tata McGraw Hill
New Delhi.

9. Elementary theory of Structures: l1sell2, Prentice Hall.
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Semester IV

Subject Code Subject Name Credits

CE-C 404 Building Design and Drawing 3.5

Teaching Scheme

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Theory Practical Tutolial Tlreory Practical Tutorials Total

02 03 02 1.5 3.5

Evaluation Scheme

Theorv Term Work/ Practical/Oral Total

Internal Assessment End

Sem

Exam

Duration of

End Sem

Exarn

TW PR OR
Test I Test 2 Average

20 20 20 80 04 Hrs. 25 25 150

Rationale

Drawing is the language civil engineers communicate in. Drawing is one ofthe most essential documents

as far as civil engineering is concerned. It provides guidance and instructions to architects, engineers and

workmen at field on how to construct structures according to the figuies and dimensions shown in the

drawing. Approved drawings are also essential for the estimation olcost and rnaterials; as well as a very

important contract document.

0bjectives

To remember and recall the intricate details ofbuilding design and drawing.

To gain an understanding of the basic concepts of building design and drawing.

To learn how to apply professional ethics and act responsibly peftaining to the norms of building

design and drau ing praclices.

To identily, analyse, research literate and solve cornplex building design and drawing problems.

To design new solulions for complex building design and drawing problems.

To effectively communicate ideas related to building design and drawing, both orally as welJ as in

uritten forrnat like repons & drauings.

f,ii5:l5l::nc'{5
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1. Principles and Codes ofPractices for Planning and Designing ofBuildings

(Residential and Public buildings)

Study of IS 962: 1989 Code of Practice for Architectural and Building

Drawings

Principles of planning for residential buildings

Classifi cation of buildings:

Residential -Bungalows, Apartments/Flats etc.

Public - Education, Health, Offices/Commercial, Hotels, Hostels.

Study of building Bye - laws and documents / perrnissions required from

commencement to completion ofthe building according to National Building

Code (N.B.C.) of lndia and Iocal Developrnent Control (D.C.) rules

Study of sun path diagram, wind rose diagram and sun shading devices

Calculation of setback distances, carpet area, built-up area and floor space

index (FSl)

Principles ofplanning for public buildings:

i) Building for education: schools, colleges, instjtutions, libraries etc.

ii) Buildings lor health: hospitals, primary health centres etc.

iii) Office buildings: banks, post offices, commercial complexes etc.

iv) Building for public residence: hostels, boarding houses etc.

2. Components and Services ofa Building

Staircase (dog legged & open newel in details),

Foundations: stepped footing, isolated sloped footing and combined footing

Openings: doors and windows

Types of pitched roofand their sr"ritability (plan and section)

Buildirig services: Water sLrpply, sanitary and electrical layouts

3. Perspective Drawing

One-point perspective

Two-point perspective

4. Towir Planning, Architectural Planning & Built Environment

Objectives and principles (road systems, zoning, green belt etc.) i ;
.,t

i.:qB
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Detailed Svllahus

Module Sub- Modules/ Contents Periods

I.

9

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

II.

5

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

III.

1

3.1

3.2

IV. l;ril ; :,';; tt..:...-.'
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4.2 Master plan and slurn rehabilitation

4.3 Architectural Planning: introduction and principles

4.4 Built Environment: introduction and principles

V.

5. Green Buildings 2

5.1 Introduction and overview

5.2 Certification methods (LEE,D and TERI)

VI.

6. Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) 2

6.1 Advantages of CAD

6.2 Overview of any one of the CAD software's prevailing in the market

(AutoCAD, Revit, 3D Max etc.)

Total 26

Contribution to Outcomes

Students will be able to list down the types of structures and its various components (for eg. doors,

windows, staircase, loundations etc.)

Students will be able to explain varior.rs concepts peftaining to building design and drawing (for eg,

principles ofplanning, architectural planning, green buildings etc.) 
-

Students will be able to apply principles of planning, architectural planning and building bye laws

while designing and preparing building drawings.

Students will be able to calculate and analyze various technical details of a building (for eg. carpet

area, FSI etc.) frorn its drawings.

Students will be able to design various components of buildings (for eg. staircases etc.) as well as

buildings as a whole, given the requirernents ofthe building owner and local D.C. laws.

Students will be able to prepare drawings (for eg. plans, elevation, perspective views etc.) of the

designed components ofbuildings as well as buildings as a whole.

Theory Examination:

Question paper will consist oftotal 6 questions; each carrying 20 rnarks.

Only 4 questions (out of 6) need to be attempted.

QLrestion no. I will be cornpulsory and based on the drawing work of any one building, rnay be

residential or public bLrilding..

Any 3 oul ofthe rernaining 5 questions need to be attempted.

ln question paper, weightage of each r.nodule maybe approximately

lecture hours assigned to it in the syllabus.

t.

2.

3.

4.

5.
:."ii.."i .'. ;ti,- I}i'\
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Practical Examination (Oral and Sketching)

Practical examination will consist of sketching and oral examination based on the entire syllabus.

Internal Assessment:

Therc will be two class tests (to be rel'erred to as an 'Internal Assessment') to be conducted in the

semester. The first internal assessment (lA) will be conducted in the mid of the semester based on the

40o/o of the syllabus. lt will be of 20 marks. Similarly. the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end ofthe sernester and it will be based on next 40% of the syllabus. It will be of20
marks. Lastly. the average of the marks scored by the students in both the Internal Assessment will be

consjdered. DLrration of both the IA examination will be of one hour duration, respectively.

Term Work

Reports:

l. Summary ol Development Control (D.C.) rules olstudent's own ornearestcity

2. Summary of documents required fi'om commencement to completion of the building by the

concerned local body i.e. Municipal Corporation or nearest Municipality.

3. One-day site visit could be arranged for students to visit any one public building near the

college like commercial complex, library, Bank etc. They need to study in detail ofthat
building take the measurernents ofthat building should submit as a site repoft with detailed

drawing according to some suitable scale. This will become a part of Term Work.

Drawings:

l. Ground floor plan, first floor plan, elevation, section passing through at Jeast one sanitary unit &
staircase, site plan, schedule of opening and construction notes of a residential building
(bungalow or apartment) to be constructed as a (G+l ) R.C.C. framed structure

2. Ground floor plan, first floor plan, elevation, section passing through at least one sanitary unit &
staircase, site plan, schedule of opening and construction notes of a public building
(school or hostel or hospital or bank) be constructed as a (G+l ) R.C.C. lramed structure

3. Roof plan, foundation plan (with section of a typical foundation), plan and section of staircase, one

typical door and one typical window ofeither one ofthe two

4. One point and two-point perspective

5. CAD sheet ofeither one ofthe first two drawinss

Distribution of Term-work Marks:

The marks ol term-work shall be judiciously awarded depending upon the quality of the term work

including that ofthe repoft on experiments assignments. The final certification acceptance of term-work

warrants the satisfactory the appropriate completion of the assignments the minimum passing marks to

be obtained by the students. Bfoadly, the split of the marks for term work shall be as given below.

However, there can be further bifurcation in the marks under any of the heads to account for any sub-

head therein.

i
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Drawing Sheets

Repoft ofthe Drawing

Report on the Site Visit

Attendance

Total

10 Marks

05 Marks

05 Marks

05 Marks

25 marks

3.

4.

Fufiher, while giving weightage of marks on the attendance, following guidelines shall be resolted 1o.

75% - 80%o:03 Marks; 8l%o - 90oh:04 Marks 9l % onwards: 05 Marks

Recommended Books:

l. BLrilding Drawing with an lntegrated Approach to Built Environrnentby M. G. Shah, C. M. Kale, S.

5.

y. Patki (T ata McGraw-H ill Education)

Civil Engineering Drawing (including Architectural aspect) by M. Chakraborti (Monojil

Chakraborti Publications, Kolkata)

Planning and Designing Buildings by )l S Sane (Modern Publication House, Pune)

Building Drawing and Detailing by B.LS. Prabhu, K.V. Paul and C. V. Vijayan (SPADES

Publication. Calicut)

Building Planning by Gtu'ucharan Singi (Standard Publishers & Distributors, New Delhi)

References:

l. IS 962: 1989 - Code of Practice for Architectural and Building Drawings.

2- National Building Code of India 2005(NBC2005)

3. Development Control Regulations for Mumbai Metropolitan Region for 2016 - 2036

(https://mmrda.rnaharashtra.gov.in/docurnents/ l0l 80/7761 832/5.pdf/e09991a2-b29e-4e04-a33e-

a40aca6e2689?v ers io n:1 .l )

4. Development Control Regulations for Navi Mumbai Municipal Corporation - 1994

(ltttps://www.nmmc.gov.in/development-control-regulations)

5. Development PIan and Control Regulation for 27 vilJages of Kalyan and Arnbernath tehsils of
Thane district, Maharashtra (https://mmrda.rraharaslrtra.gov.in)
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Semester IV

Subject Code Subject Name Credits

CE.C 405 Building Materials and Construction Technology 5

Teaching Scheme

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Theory Practical Tutorial Theory Practical Tutorials Total

04 02 04 01 05

Evaluation Scheme

Theorv Term Work-/ Practical/Oral Total

Internal Assessment End

Sern

Exam

Duration of

End Sem

Exam

TW PR OR
Test I Test 2 Average

20 20 20 80 03 Hrs. 25 25 r50

Rationale

Materials are essential elements, constituent parls (or) substances which are used to raise a building, but

materials could not be turned into structures without a rnethod of construction. This subject provides

necessary knowledge about properties, uses of dilferent types of building materials and the selection of
materials, its mix proportioning, mixing, placing, compacting, curing and finishing. This subject is

intended for gaining useful knowledge with respect to facts, concepts, principles and procedures related to

building construction system so that student can effectively plan and execute building construction work.

To study the manufacturing process, propefties, and use of different types of building materials like

cernent, lime, mortar, concrete, stone, brick, timber, including materials such as paints and varnishes

used for treatment ofthe surfaces so as to achieve good knowledge about the building materials.

To enable the students to identify various components of building masonry, roof and floor, staircase

etc., their functions and rnethods of construction so as to achieve good knowledge about building

construction.

To study the properties such as workability, durability and porosity offresh and hardened concrete.

fi{:1-tCK'r\i- "-.-'e
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To understand the concept and environrnental conditions.

58



Detailed Syllabus

Module Sub-Modules/ Contents Periods

I.

Introduction

Classification of materials, building materiaJs symbols and requiremenls of
bLrilding materials and products: functional, aesthetical and economical

1

II.
Manufacturing Process and Properties of Basic Construction Materials. 11

2.\ Rocks (Stone) quarrying, rnilling and surface finishing, preservative

treatments. Aggregate-Propedies of coarse and fine aggregates and their

infl uence or'r properties of concrete, properties of crushed aggregates.

2.2 Structural clay products -bricks, roofing tiles, ceramic tiles, raw materials

and manufacturing process.

2.3 Concrete blocks, flooring tiles, paver blocks -raw materials and

manufacturing process.

2.4 Binder material: lime, celnent: Manufacturing process and physical

properties. plasler of Paris -properties and uses.

2.5

2.6

Mortar -ingredients, preparation and uses.

Damp -proofing and water proofing materials

IIL

3.1 Concrete 09

Grades of concrete, Manufacturing process, Properties of fresh and

hardened concrete. Durability - Factors affecting durability, Relation

between durability and permeability, laboratory tests on durability such as

Permeability test, Rapid chloride penetration test.

3.2 Admixtures: Plasticizers, Super-plasticizers, Retarders, Accelerators,

Mineral admixtures and other admixtures, test on admixtures, chemistry

and compatibility with concrete.

IV.

4. t Glass: Types and uses. Introduction to glass fibre reinforced plastic. 04

4.2 Timber: Varieties, defects in timber, preservative treatments and wood

composites.

v.

5.1 Concrete mix design

Types of mix, Mix design for compressive strength by I.S. method, Mix

design for flexural strength, Method of determining compressive strength of
accelerated - cured concrete lesr specimens ,, p., ISpUiififfiEHcoder (i+ffi::*'* {s

10
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5.2 Ready mix concrete: Advantages of RMC, components of RMC plant,

distribution and transport, handling and placing, :nix design of RMC,Mass

Concefting, Vaccurn Concerting and Concreting Equipments

vI.

6.r Masonry Construction and Masonry Finishes: Classification and

bonding of stone. brick and concrete blocks Masonry finishes -pointing,

plastering and painting

t4

6.2 Formwork

Materials used, design considerations, shuttering, centering and staging,

scaffolding. Types of form work: SIip form work, Cantilever and other

modern fonl work

6.3 Floor and roof

Different types and its suitability.

Type of roofs, wooden and steel trusses

Different types of cladding.

and roof covering

Total 52

Contribution to Outcomes

On cornpletion ofthe course, tlte students will be able to:

Identify and list the various building materials, their propefiies and symbols.

ldentify the properties of ingredients ol concrete, interpret and design concrete mix for various

grades.

Explain and interpret manufacturing process of basic construction

masonry construction and finishes.

Perlorrn tests on various materials.

Theory examination:

The question paper will comprise olsix questions; each carrying 20

The first question will be compulsory and will have short questions having weightage of
4-5marks covering the entire syllabus.

3. The remaining five questions will be based on all the modules ofthe entire syllabus and may be .

For this, the rnodules shall be divided propofiionately and flurther, the weightage of the rnarks shall

bejudiciously awarded in proportion to the importance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

4. Remaining questions will be rnixed in nature (e.9. Suppose Q.2 has part (a) from module II then

part (b) will be from any module other than module II).

5. The students will have to attempt any three questions out olremaining five questions.

6. Total four questions need to be attempted. (I']

t.

2.
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Oral Examination:

The oral examination shall be based on the entire syllabus and tenn work comprising of the repoft of the

experiments/ practicals conducted by the students and a detail report olthe industrial/ site visit.

Internal Assessment:

There will be two class tests (to be referred to as an 'Internal Assessment) to be conducted in the

serrester. The first internal assessment (lA) wiJl be conducted in the mid of the semester based on the

40% of the syllabus. It will be of 20 narks. Sirnilarly, the second internal assessment (lA) will be

conducted at the end of the semester and it will be based on nexl 40o/o ol the syllabus. It will be of

20 rrarks. Lastly, the average of the marks scored by the students in both the Internal Assessment will be

considered. Duration of both the IA examination will be of one hour duration, respectively.

List of Practicals (An! Eight to be performetl):

l. Physical properties of cement: Fineness, consistency, setting time, Soundness, Compressive

strengtl'1.

2. Water absorption and compressive slrength test ofbricks.

3. Waler absorption and transverse Ioad test on tiles.

4. Compression test on timber (Parallel/ perpendicular to the grains).

5. Effect ol w/c ratio on workability, (slump cone, compaction factor, V-B test, flow table) and

strength of concrete

6. Effect ofw/c ratio on strength ofconcrete,

7. Study ofadmixtures and their effect on workability and strength of'concrete

8. Secant modulus of elasticity ofconcrete and indirect tensile test on concrete

9. Nondestructive testing ofconcrete- some applications (hammer, ultrasonic)

10. Mix design in laboratory.

Site Visit/ Industrial Visit:

The students shall visit the brick, paver blocks, concrete block, cement, glass and RMC industrial plants.

They shall study various aspects of the plant along with various operations. A visit may also be arranged

to the site involving repairs and rehabilitation of concrete structures. The visit to any site where

construction is going on may be arranged and the students may be made aware ofthe various construction

activities. They shall prepare a report of the visit which shall include all above points. The same shall be

evaluated by the concerned teacher.

Term Work:

The term work shall consist of:

. Report of rninirnum 08 experiments.

Assignments, including at least 20 sketches on A2 size drawing sheets covering entire syllabus.

Industrial visit report to at leasl any one oftire above mentioned industrial plants.

Although minimum nurnbers of experiments and industrial visits are prescribed, the students shall be

encouraged to perform more number of experiments and site/ industrial visits.
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Distribution of the Term Work Marks:

The marks ofthe term work shall be judicioLrsly awarded for the various components ofthe term work

and depending upon the quality of the tenn work including industrial/ site visit repoft. The final

ceftification and acceptance of term work warrants the satisfactory performance of laboratory work by the

student, appropriate completion ofthe assignments. Broadly, the split ofthe narks lor term work shall be

as given below. However, there can be further bifurcation in the marks under any of the heads to account

for any sub-head therein.

Repoft of the Experiments

Assignments

Sketches

Attendance

Total

: 10 Marks

: 05 Marks

: 05 Marks

: 05 Marks

: 25 marks

Further, while giving weightage of nrarks on the attendance, following guidelines shall be resorted to.

7 5%o- 80%": 03 Marks; 81%o- 90o/o: 04 Marks 910lo onwards: 05 Marks

Recommended Books:

l. Building Construction: S. P. Bindra and S. P. Arora. Dhanpat Rai and Sons, Delhi.

2. Engineering Materials: S.R. Rangwala, Charotar Publications.

3. Building Construction: Rctngwala, Charotar Publications, Anand (Gujrat).

4. Concrete Technology Theory and Practice: Shetty M.S., S. Chand. '

5. Concrete Technology: Gambhir M.L., Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi.

6. Concrete Technology: Neville A.M. & Brooks. J. J., ELBS-Longman.

7. Concrete mix proportioning-guide lines (lS 10262:2009).

8. Concrete Technology: l. R. Shanthakumar, Oxford University Press.

9. Engineering Materials: S.R. Rangwala, Charotar Publications.

l0. Materials of Construction: D. N. Ghose, Tata Mccraw Hill, Delhi.

I 1 . Architeclural Materials science. D. Anapetor. Mir PLrblishers.

l2. Introduction to Engineering Materials: B. i(. Agraral. Tata McCraw Hill NewDelhi.

13. Engineering Materials: P. Surendra Singh, Vani Education Books New Delhi.

14. Building Materials (Products, Properties and Systems): M.L. Gambhir and NehaJamwal, Mc-Graw

Hill Pub lications.

15. Specifications for different materials, BIS Publications, New Delhi

16. Properties ofconcrete: Neville, Isaac Pitman, London.

17. Relevant I.S. codes: Bureau oflndian 'I!r- sth
'i"(11,,, 
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Semester IV

Subject Code Subject Name Credits

CE-C 406 FlLrid Mechanics-ll 4

Teaching Scheme

Contact Hours Credits Assigned

Theory Practical Tutorial Theory Practical Tutorials Total

03 02 03 0t 04

Evaluation Scheme

Theory Term Work/ PracticaVOral Total

Internal Assessment End

Sem

Exam

Duration of

End Sem

Exam

TW PR OR
Test I Test 2 Average

20 20 20 80 03 Hrs. 25 25 150

Rationale

The course introduces the fluid flow science, problems and their applications in varied conditions. The

study dealt with the characteristics of fluid flow in pipes namely compressible, laminar and turbulent with

their applications in detail.

. To understand the Pipe flow problems, losses incurred during transmission ofpower through pipe and

nozzle.

To study hardy cross method and water ltammer phenomenon

To study and analyze the pipe network which will help to design water supply schemes.

To sludy laminar, turbulent flows and its significance.

To str.rdy compressible flow and understand boundary layer theory.
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Detailed Svllabus

Module Sub-module /Content Periods

I 1. Flow through pipes 10

1.1

FIow through pipes

Loss of head through pipes. Darcy-Weisbach equation, minor and major

losses. Hydraulic gradient line and energy gradient line, pipes in series,

equivalent pipes, pipes in parallel, tlow through laterals, flow through

branched pipes, three reservoir problem, siphon.

1.2

Pipe network and water hammer

Hardy cross method, water hammer in Pipes-Gradual closure and

instantaneous closure of valve control measures.

II 2. Flow through nozzles: 04

Power h'ansmitted tl.lrough nozzle, condition for maximum power transrnitted,

diameter of nozzle for rnaximum transmission of power.

III 3. Compressible flow 05

Basic equation of flow (elementary study), velocity of sound or pressure wave in a

fluid, Mach number, propagation of pressure waves, area-velocity relationship,

Stagnation propefties

IV 4. Boundary layer theory 07

Development of boundary layer over flat surfaces. Boundary Jayer thickness, energy

thickness and momentum thickness, Boundary layer separation and control.

Introduction to flow around submerges body, drag and lift, terminal velocity of

body.

v 5. Laminar Flow: 05

Reynolds experiment, critical velocity, laminar flow through circular pipes, flow

between two parallel plates: stationary and moving. kinetic energy corection factor,

and momentum corection factor. Dash pot mechanism.

VI 6. Turbulent Florv: 08

Causes of tulbulence, shear stress in turbulent flow, Prandtl's mixing length Theory,

Hydro dynarnically smooth and rough pipes, velocity distribution in smooth and

rough pipes, Kaman-Prandtl velocity distribution equation, Resistance to flow in

smooth and rough pi pes.,)fff$fllffig.1ggrur*,

rcryf ,- lX,ir, Total 39

o.1bK"''^''2;
,J. l

t*.r)/./ 64
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Contribution to Outcomes

On completion ofthis course the student will be able to:

Interpret different pipe fittings and evaluate the fluid velocity considering major and minor losses.

Solve pipe network problems by Hardy cross rnethod.

Distinguish the types of compressible flow and understand concept of boundary layer theory.

Evaluate pressure drop in pipe flow using Hagen-Poiseuille's equation for laminar flow in a pipe.

Establish Prandtl's mixing theory and solve turbulent flow problems.

Theory examination:

l. The question paper will comprise ofsix questions; each carrying 20 marks.

2. The first question wilJ be compulsory and will have short questions having weightage of

4-5marks covering the entire syllabus.

3. The remaining five questions will be based on all the modules ofthe entire syllabus and may be .

For this, the modules shall be divided proportionately and fLrrther, the weightage ofthe marks shail

bejudicior:sly awarded in proportion 1o the importance ofthe sub-module and contents thereof.

4. Remaining questions will be mixed in nature (e.g. Suppose Q.2 has parl (a) from module [l then

part (b) will be from any module other than module II).

The students will have to attempt any tltree questions out of remaining five questions.

Total lour questions need to be atlempted.

Oral Exam ination:

The oral exatnination shall be based on the entire syllabus and the repoft ofthe experiments conducted by

the students inc luding assignlnents.

List ofPracticals (Any ix experiments to be pedonned):

1. Reynold's Experirnent

2. Determination of viscosity of fluid

3. Friction loss through pipes

4. Minor losses through pipes

5. Laminar flow through pipes

6. Velocity distribution in circr-rlar pipes

7. Turbulent flow through pipe

8. Water Hammer phenomenon

Term Work:

The term work shall comprise of the neatly written report based on the afore-mentioned experiments and

assignments, TIre assignmenls shall corrprise of tlre minimum 20 problems covering the entire syilabus

divided properly modr"rle wise.

5.

6.
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Distribution of the Term Work Marks:

The marks of the tenn work shall be judiciously awarded for the various components of the term work

and depending upon the quality of the term work. The final cefiification and acceptance of term work

warrants the satislactory performance of laboratory work by the student, appropriate completion of the

assignments. Broadly. the split olthe marks for term work shall be as given below. However, there can be

further bilurcation in the rnarks under any of tlre heads to accolrrt for anv sub-head therein.

Report on Experiments

Assignments

Attendance

'Iotal

: l0 marks

: I 0 Marks

: 05 Marks

: 25 marks

Furlher, while giving weightage of marks on the attendance, following guidelines shall be resorted to.

15% - 80Yo:03 Marks: 8lo/o - 90%o:04 Marks 9 10lo onwards: 05 Marks

Recommended Books:

Hydraulics and Fluid mechanics: Dr P.\uI. Modi ancl Dr. S.M. Seth, Standard book House, Delhi.

Theory and Application ol FlLrid Mechanics'. K. Strbramanya, Tata Mccraw hill publishing

company.

Fluid Mechanics: Dr. A.K,lain, Khanna Publishers.

Fluid Mechanics and fluid pressure engineering: Dr. D.S. Kumar, F.K. Katariq.

Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics: Dr. S. K. Ukarande, Ane Boo'ks Pvt. Ltd. (Revised Edition,

2012), rSBN 97893 8t t6 2538.

Fluid Mechanics: R.K. BansalLaxmi Publications (P) Ltd.

Fluid Mechanics and Machinery: C.S.P.Ojha, R. Berndtsson and P.N. Chandramouli. Oxford

Highel EdLrcation.

Reference Books:

l. Flrrid Mechanics: Frank M. White,Tata Mc-Graw-Hill International edition.

2. Fluid Meclranics: Streeter White Bed.,6r'd, Tata McGraw International edition.

3. Fltrid Mecharrics with engineering applications: R.L. Daugherty, J. B. Franzini, 8.J., Finnemore,

Tata Mccraw Hill New Delhi.

4. Hydraulics: Janes F. Cruise, Vijay P. Singh and Mohsen M. Sfterfl CENGAGE Learning [ndia

Pvt. Ltd.. Delhi.

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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